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Abstract
We establish a correspondence between certain Lie superalgebras with 16 fermionic
generators, and half-BPS solutions to supergravities with 32 supersymmetries. Three
cases are discussed. For Type IIB supergravity, we relate semi-simple Lie superalgebras
H with 16 fermionic generators which are subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), to families of
half-BPS solutions which are invariant under H, and locally asymptotic to AdS5×S5.
Similarly, for M-theory, we relate semi-simple Lie superalgebras H with 16 fermionic
generators which are subalgebras of OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R) to families of half-BPS
solutions which are invariant underH, and locally asymptotic to AdS7×S4 or AdS4×S7
respectively. Possible enhancements to more than 16 supersymmetries, such as 24, are
also analyzed. The classification of semi-simple subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4),
and OSp(8|4,R) derived in this paper, leads us to conjecture the existence of various
new families of half-BPS solutions to Type IIB supergravity and M-theory.
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetry places powerful constraints on the existence of solutions to supergravity.
Invariance of a solution under supersymmetry is accompanied by invariance under bosonic
symmetries, such as isometries, which result from the composition of supersymmetry trans-
formations. The isometries strongly constrain the space-time manifold, metric, and other
fields of the solution. Together, supersymmetries and bosonic symmetries close into a Lie
superalgebra, under which the solution is said to be invariant.
In 10-dimensional Type IIB supergravity and in 11-dimensional M-theory, the maximal
number of supersymmetries preserved by any solution is 32. The only solutions with maximal
supersymmetry correspond to the following space-time manifolds and Lie superalgebras,
Type IIB AdS5 × S5 PSU(2, 2|4)
M-theory AdS7 × S4 OSp(8∗|4)
M-theory AdS4 × S7 OSp(8|4,R) (1.1)
and their respective flat Minkowski space-time and plane-wave limits [1, 2, 3]. Solutions
invariant under 28 or more supersymmetries have been shown to automatically possess max-
imal supersymmetry [4]. With fewer than 28 supersymmetries, many solutions have been
constructed explicitly, but no general classification is available.
The goal of the present paper is to classify, in Type IIB supergravity and M-theory, solu-
tions which are invariant under at least 16 supersymmetries (so-called half-BPS solutions),
and are subject to certain asymptotic conditions, to be spelled out below. The ultimate goal
will be to obtain these solutions in exact form, but this will be left for future work.
Various half-BPS solutions have long played a prominent role in string theory already,
including the F1/D1, D3, NS5/D5, and D7 branes in Type IIB, and the M2 and M5 branes in
M-theory. Certain intersections of branes preserve just 8 supersymmetries (so-called quarter-
BPS solutions), but these may be enhanced to 16 supersymmetries in the near-horizon limit,
thereby yielding further half-BPS solutions. The AdS/CFT correspondence maps these half-
BPS solutions onto half-BPS chiral operators in the dual conformal field theory.
Over the past few years, a wealth of half-BPS solutions have been derived in exact form.
They include the exact solutions of [5] which are AdS/CFT dual to local half-BPS gauge
invariant operators in Type IIB and in M-theory [6]. In Type IIB, they include the exact
solutions of [7, 8] and of [9], which are AdS/CFT dual respectively to a half-BPS planar
interface and to a half-BPS Wilson line in N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory (SYM). In M-
theory, they include the exact solutions of [10], which are dual to a half-BPS line-interface
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and a half-BPs boundary operator respectively in the associated 2+1- and 5+1-dimensional
CFTs. In all these cases, one actually has families of solutions described by non-trivial
moduli spaces, which may be related to the near-horizon limits of quarter-BPS localized
brane intersections.
A general program aimed at classifying the local form of supersymmetric solutions, in
terms of Killing spinor bilinears and G-structures, was proposed in [11, 12] (for a review, see
[13]). These methods have since been widely applied to supersymmetric AdS-type solutions,
beginning in [14], and in subsequent papers, many of which will be mentioned later.
1.1 The half-BPS solution – superalgebra correspondence
Given the special importance of half-BPS solutions to string theory and to the AdS/CFT
correspondence, it will clearly be of value to obtain their complete classification. In this
paper, we shall propose a solution to this problem in terms of Lie superalgebras.
Specifically, we shall exhibit a correspondence between a Lie superalgebra H which is a
subalgebra with 16 fermionic generators of PSU(2, 2|4), and a family of half-BPS solutions
to Type IIB supergravity whose asymptotics at space-time infinity approaches AdS5 × S5.
We exhibit a similar correspondence between a subalgebra H with 16 fermionic generators of
OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R) and a family of half-BPS solutions to M-theory whose asymptotics
at space-time infinity approaches respectively AdS7 × S4 or AdS4 × S7. For simplicity, we
shall restrict to subalgebras H which are basic Lie superalgebras or direct sums thereof.1
More precisely, we shall argue that a half-BPS solution of Type IIB supergravity which is
asymptotic to AdS5×S5 must be invariant under a superalgebra with 16 fermionic generators
H which is a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4) (and analogously for M-theory). We shall show that
there exist a finite number of such subalgebras H so that, as a result, this correspondence
provides a classification of the half-BPS solutions with the above asymptotics. All cases of
known exact solutions of Type IIB supergravity and M-theory with respectively AdS5 × S5
and AdS7 × S4 or AdS4 × S7 asymptotic behavior indeed obey this correspondence.
A classification of all basic Lie superalgebras H with 16 fermionic generators contained in
PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R) did not appear to be available prior to this work,
and will thus be derived here. In particular, we shall show that none of the exceptional Lie
1Basic Lie superalgebras will be defined in Section 4; they are the simple Lie superalgebras closest in
properties to the ordinary simple Lie algebras. It would be interesting to study also superalgebras H which
are non-semi-simple (such as those arising from the contraction of semi-simple superalgebras in the PP-wave
problem), or which include the Lie superalgebra PSU(1|1), the “strange” classical superalgebras P (n) and
Q(n), or those of “Cartan type”, W (n), S(n), S˜(n), and H(n), but this will not be done here.
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superalgebras, F (4), G(3), or D(2, 1; c) with c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, or any of their real forms, is a
subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R).
As a result, in Type IIB supergravity, no solutions exist which are asymptotic to AdS5×S5
and invariant under a basic Lie superalgebra, or direct sum of basic Lie superalgebras, H,
which is not in the above classification (e.g. when H is an exceptional superalgebra). The
analogous result holds for M-theory. The converse of the correspondence, namely whether
every regular solution to Type IIB supergravity invariant under a basic Lie superalgebra H
with 16 fermionic generators contained in PSU(2, 2|4) must be asymptotic to AdS5 × S5
(and analogously for M-theory), appears not to hold.
All known cases of exact solutions actually consist of families, with solutions depending
on a number of free parameters, referred to as moduli. To each basic Lie superalgebra, or
direct sum of basic Lie superalgebras, H, with 16 fermionic generators, which is a subalge-
bra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or OSp(8|4,R), we associate a moduli space MH of regular
solutions with the above asymptotics for each respective supergravity. The solution with
32 supersymmetries always trivially belongs to MH. For all the non-trivial known cases,
[5, 8, 7, 9, 10], the moduli spaces display non-trivial topology and geometry, and it becomes
an interesting mathematical question to characterizeMH for each H. In particular, the con-
nectedness properties ofMH will reveal to what degree solutions are continuously connected
to the maximally symmetric solution.
These moduli spaces may contain subvarieties where supersymmetry is enhanced, and
the number of supersymmetry generators is larger than 16, but smaller than 28. We shall
also classify these possible solutions via their invariance superalgebras.
For the cases of superalgebras H where no non-trivial half-BPS solutions are known
yet, we shall compare arguments based on intersecting and probe branes, the CFT duals,
superalgebra theory, and the structure of the Ansatz for supergravity fields to argue either
for the existence or for the absence of new non-trivial half-BPS solutions. The list of all cases
produced by our proposed correspondence between Lie superalgebras and half-BPS solutions
for Type IIB will be given in Table 10, and for M-theory in Tables 11 and 12.
1.2 Half-BPS solutions related to D7 branes
Cases related to D7 branes in Type IIB merit to be highlighted here. On the one hand, the
existence of near-horizon limits involving intersections of D7 branes with D3 branes, or of
D7 branes viewed as probes in the AdS5 × S5 background, suggests that fully back-reacted
half-BPS solutions can exist. On the other hand, D7 branes produce flavor multiplets in the
dual CFT, which generate a non-vanishing β-function, and thus vitiate solutions with AdS3
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or AdS5 factors on the gravity side. Arguments have been presented in [15] and in [16, 17]
(following earlier work on D7 branes in [18, 19]), that no fully back-reacted near-horizon
limit solutions corresponding to D7 branes should exist.
Our analysis will reveal the existence of two cases (namely II∗ and III∗ of Table 10)
corresponding to the superalgebras SU(1, 1|4)⊕ SU(1, 1) and SU(2, 2|2)⊕ SU(2) which are
subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), and whose global symmetries and space-time structure precisely
match those of the D7 probe or D7/D3 intersecting brane analysis. These cases correspond
respectively to D7/D3 intersections of dimensions 2 or 4. Closer analysis of the superalgebra
structure reveals, however, further layers of subtlety (see section 5.4). Each subalgebra,
SU(1, 1|4)⊕SU(1, 1) or SU(2, 2|2)⊕SU(2), possesses a purely bosonic invariant subalgebra
(respectively SU(1, 1) and SO(3)), which is not needed for the half-BPS condition, and
thus not protected by supersymmetry. Arguments, to be presented in subsection 5.4, will
indicate that these extra bosonic invariant subalgebras are incompatible with asymptotic
AdS5 × S5 behavior (though compatible with local asymptotic behavior). Removing these
bosonic factors leads to corresponding “general cases”, namely II and III of Table 10, for
which superalgebra arguments suggest the existence of solutions. The general cases II and III
now have, however, insufficient symmetry to support fully back-reacted half-BPS solutions
for the near-horizon limit of D7/D3 branes.
1.3 Families of half-BPS solutions in M-theory
The correspondence may be further illustrated by the M-theory solutions of [20] (see also
[21, 22]) and the M-theory solutions of [10], which both form families of solutions invariant
under the exceptional Lie superalgebra H = D(2, 1; c; 0) ⊕ D(2, 1; c; 0). Here, c 6= 0 is a
free real parameter, and the last entry “0” in D(2, 1; c; 0) refers to the real form of D(2, 1; c)
whose maximal bosonic subalgebra is SO(1, 2) ⊕ SO(4). For c = −2 or c = −1/2, H is a
subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4) and the exact solutions of [10] are locally asymptotic to AdS7×S4.
Similarly, for c = 1, H is a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R) and the associated exact solutions of
[10] are locally asymptotic to AdS4 × S7. Finally, for c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, H is a subalgebra of
neither OSp(8∗|4) nor OSp(8|4,R), and it has been argued in [10] that the local asymptotics
of the solutions can be neither AdS7 × S4 nor AdS4 × S7. The solutions of [20, 21] have a
space-time manifold of the form AdS3 × S3 × S3 × E2 for all values of c. Here, the product
of the space-time factors is genuinely direct, so that no warping occurs over the flat surface
E2 with boundary. In particular, for c = 1,−2,−1/2, there exist solutions asymptotic to
AdS3×S3×S3×E2, as well as to AdS4×S7 or AdS7×S4, which indicates that the converse
of the correspondence does not hold.
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1.4 Organization
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we review known
constructions of half-BPS configurations in respectively Type IIB and M-theory from the
points of view of their CFT duals, probe and intersecting branes, and exact supergravity
solutions. In Section 4, we produce a classification of all semi-simple basic Lie superalgebras
which are subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or OSp(8|4,R). In Section 5, we apply
the results of Section 4 towards the classification of old and new half-BPS solutions. In
Section 6, conformal superalgebras [23] with 16 supersymmetries in various dimensions are
matched with the superalgebras H which arise in our classification. In Section 7, a discussion
is presented of when supersymmetry of half-BPS solutions may be enhanced in a non-trivial
way, and how the M-theory solutions of [10] illustrate the correspondence. In Appendix A,
relevant facts of ordinary Lie algebras are reviewed. In Appendix B, subalgebra relations be-
tween non-exceptional basic Lie superalgebras are proven. In Appendix C, it is demonstrated
that none of the exceptional Lie superalgebras is a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or
OSp(8|4,R). Finally, in Appendix D, we derive the superalgebra of the M-theory solution
of [10]. Throughout, our analysis will be carried out at the level of Lie superalgebras rather
than supergroups, thus leaving possible global issues for later investigation.
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2 Half-BPS configurations in Type IIB
Before initiating the classification of subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R)
in Section 4, and its application to half-BPS solutions in Section 5, we begin by assembling
evidence for the existence of various families of half-BPS solutions, by drawing together
arguments from the AdS/CFT correspondence, from intersecting and probe brane dynamics,
and from existing families of exact solutions.
2.1 The AdS/CFT correspondence for Type IIB
The AdS/CFT correspondence provides a map between Type IIB superstring theory on
AdS5 × S5 and 4-dimensional N = 4 SYM with gauge group SU(N) in its conformal phase
[24]. The global symmetries, including the supersymmetries, on the AdS side match those on
the CFT side, and are described by the superalgebra PSU(2, 2|4), whose maximal bosonic
subalgebra is SU(2, 2) ⊕ SU(4) = SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(6). On the CFT side, SO(2, 4) is the 4-
dimensional conformal algebra, and SU(4) is the R-symmetry. On the AdS side, SO(2, 4)⊕
SO(6) is the isometry algebra of AdS5 × S5 space-time, and the fermionic generators are
associated with 32 Killing spinors of this maximally supersymmetric solution. Furthermore,
there exists an explicit map between correlators of gauge invariant operators in N = 4
SYM theory (in the ‘t Hooft limit, and large ‘t Hooft coupling) and solutions to Type IIB
supergravity subject to suitable boundary conditions [25, 26] (for reviews, see [27], and [28]).
The CFT vacuum has maximal symmetry, given by the superalgebra PSU(2, 2|4), and
corresponds to the maximally symmetric AdS5 × S5 solution on the AdS side. Inserting
an operator O in the CFT vacuum produces a new state whose symmetry is reduced to
the subalgebra H of PSU(2, 2|4) that leaves O invariant. The insertion of O on the CFT
side causes the Type IIB solution to deform away from AdS5 × S5 on the AdS side. If the
operator O is “sufficiently local”, then there will exist an asymptotic bulk region in R4,
away from the support of O, where locally the state of the CFT is close to the vacuum state.
The asymptotics at space-time infinity of the AdS dual supergravity solution then coincides
locally with AdS5×S5. Here, “sufficiently local” operators include, for example, those whose
support in R4 is at least co-dimension 1, which is the case of local operators, Wilson loops,
interface operators, and surface operators.
This AdS/CFT argumentation shows that any half-BPS solution which is AdS/CFT dual
to a “sufficiently local” operator in the CFT will obey the local asymptotics of AdS5 × S5,
and will be invariant under a subalgebra H with 16 fermionic generators of PSU(2, 2|4).
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2.2 Half-BPS operators in N = 4 SYM
In this subsection we shall review half-BPS gauge invariant operators in N = 4 SYM. It
is customary to distinguish between local and non-local operators. By the state operator
mapping, local operators are associated with superconformal chiral primary states of the
CFT. Examples of non-local operators include the Wilson loop, the ‘t Hooft loop, surface
operators, and interface/defect operators. Non-local operators are useful as probes and often
provide order parameters which can distinguish the different phases of the theory.
• A local half-BPS operator forms a multiplet associated with a chiral primary state,
which can be constructed as follows. The scalar fields of N = 4 SYM will be denoted Φi,
with i = 1, · · · , 6, and the gauge field by Aµ, both of which transform under the adjoint
representation of the SU(N) gauge group. One considers the theory on R×S3, and chooses
a complex combination Z = Φ1+ iΦ2 of the scalars. The scalar field Z carries a charge J = 1
under the U(1) subalgebra of the SU(4) R-symmetry corresponding to rotations of scalars
in the 1− 2 plane. The chiral primary state is given by a multi-trace operator,
O =∏
i
tr (Zni) J =
∑
i
ni (2.1)
The conformal dimension ∆ saturates the BPS bound, and we have ∆ = J . The operator
O is invariant under time translations and SO(4) rotations of S3. The particular linear
combination chosen to define Z in terms of Φi breaks the SU(4) R-symmetry to its SO(4)
subalgebra. In total, the operator (2.1) is invariant under R⊕SO(4)⊕SO(4) and preserves
16 supersymmetries, enlarging the symmetry to a R⊕ PSU(2|2)⊕ PSU(2|2) superalgebra.
• A supersymmetric Wilson loop is a non-local operator associated with a curve C in
R1,3 ×R6 parameterized by {xµ(τ), yi(τ)}, where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i = 1, · · · , 6,
W (R, C) = trR
{
P exp i
∮
C
(
Aµdx
µ + Φidyi
)}
(2.2)
Here, P stands for path ordering the exponential, and the trace trR is to be evaluated in a
representation R of the gauge group SU(N). It has been shown in [29, 30] that a Wilson loop
preserves 16 supercharges if the curve C is a straight line, given by x0 = τ , x1 = x2 = x3 = 0,
and yi = niτ where ni is a vector of unit norm in R6. Such a Wilson loop breaks the bosonic
SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(6) symmetry to SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5). The superalgebra preserved by
the Wilson loop is OSp(4∗|4).
• A surface operator is associated with a 2-dimensional surface S in R1,3. In N = 4
SYM it may be defined [31, 32] as a disorder operator which prescribes a codimension 2
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singularity for the YM fields along the surface S. The surface operator is therefore a higher-
dimensional analog of the ‘t Hooft loop in the sense that neither can be expressed as a path
integral insertion using the local fields that appear in the Lagrangian. A surface operator
is half-BPS if S = R1,1 and the singularity along S selects a single complex scalar field Z.
The bosonic symmetries are the conformal SO(2, 2) symmetry of the surface world-volume,
and the SO(4) R-symmetry unbroken by the choice of Z. The superalgebra preserved by a
surface operator is PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ U(1), see [33, 34].
• A defect/interface operator is associated with a 2+1-dimensional space D in R1,3.
Boundary conditions for the SYM fields, and possible worldvolume actions which preserve
16 supersymmetries were analyzed in [35, 36, 37, 38]. It was shown that if D is chosen to be
D = R1,2 and the SU(4) R-symmetry is broken to SU(2) ⊕ SU(2), the conformal algebra
SO(2, 3), as well as 16 supersymmetries, are unbroken by the defect/interface. This half-BPS
planar defect/interface preserves the superalgebra OSp(4|4,R).
2.3 Intersecting branes in flat space-time
A stack of parallel D3-branes in flat space-time preserves 16 of the 32 supersymmetries.
More generally, the unbroken supersymmetries of a Dp-brane in flat space are given by
Q = QL +
∏
i
ΓiQR (2.3)
where the index i runs over all space-time direction transverse to the Dp-brane world-volume.
Case branes dim intersec #ND bosonic symmetry
1 D3/D1 1 4 R⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5)
2 D3/D5 1 8 R⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5)
3 D3/D3 2 4 ISO(1, 1)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2)
4 D3/D7 2 8 ISO(1, 1)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2)
5 D3/D5 3 4 ISO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(3)
6 D3/D7 4 4 ISO(3, 1)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2)
Table 1: Intersecting D3/Dp branes in Type IIB preserving 8 supersymmetries
The intersection of a Dp and a Dp’ brane preserves 8 of the 32 supersymmetries if
the number #ND of Neumann-Dirichlet directions (i.e. the directions which are transverse
to one and longitudinal to the other brane, but not both) is either 4 or 8. In Table 1,
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we list all supersymmetric intersections of a D3 brane with a Dp brane which preserve 8
supersymmetries. The cases are ordered by increasing dimensionality of the intersection.2
In cases 1, 2, and 5 it is known that the near-horizon limit will enhance the number of
unbroken supersymmetries from 8 to 16. In addition, the Poincare´ symmetry ISO(1, d− 1)
will be enhanced to the conformal symmetry SO(2, d). In the absence of fully localized
supergravity solutions for the intersecting branes in cases 3, 4, and 6, it remains an open
question whether the Poincare´ invariance and supersymmetry will be enhanced in those
cases, particularly the ones involving D7 branes (see also the subsequent subsection).
2.4 Probe branes in AdS5 × S5
A different approach to investigating half-BPS brane configurations starts from the AdS5×S5
near-horizon limit of D3 branes and considers inserting supersymmetric probe branes. In the
probe approximation, the strength of the back-reaction of the probe brane onto the geometry
is neglected. The back-reaction of the probe brane is governed by gsNprobe, where gs is the
string coupling constant and Nprobe is the number of probe branes. In the ‘t Hooft limit,
where gs → 0, N → ∞ with λ = gsN held fixed, the back-reaction is negligible for finite
Nprobe. On the field theory side this is reflected by the fact that the world-volume theory on
the probe is in general not conformal and that the β-function is proportional to g3YMNprobe
which vanishes in the ‘t Hooft limit for finite Nprobe.
Consistency of the probe brane requires that it solve the equations of motion for the
embedding of the probe into AdS5 × S5, derived from the Dirac-Born-Infeld world-volume
action for the probe brane. The embedding of the probe p-brane is parameterized by a p+1-
dimensional submanifold M of AdS5 × S5. To describe this more explicitly, we represent
AdS5 as a hyperboloid in R
2,4, and S5 as a sphere in R6, both with the same radius R,
X20 +X
2
5 −X21 −X22 −X23 −X34 = R2
Y 21 + Y
2
2 + · · ·+ Y 26 = R2 (2.4)
We are interested in cases where the manifold M is a product of an AdSn submanifold in
AdS5 parametrized by
X20 +X
2
5 −X21 −X2n−1 = R2 cosh2 ρ
X2n + · · ·+X24 = R2 sinh2 ρ (2.5)
2Although the bosonic symmetry is allowed to have an extra SO(2), in addition to the bosonic symmetries
listed, in case 3 of Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4, and in case 4 of Table 5, the generic solution has no such factor
[33, 39]. We thank Jaume Gomis for stressing this result to us.
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and an Sm submanifold in S5 parameterized by
Y 21 + Y
2
2 + · · ·Y 2m+1 = R2 cos2 α
Y 2m+2 + · · ·+ Y 26 = R2 sin2 α (2.6)
The Dirac-Born-Infeld equations of motion for the probe brane then determine the position
ρ of the AdSn inside AdS5, and the position α of the S
m inside the S5. Note that the spheres
Sm have slipping modes, which tend to decrease their volume. Although one might think
that such modes indicate an instability, they actually turn out to be above the Breitenlohner-
Freedman bound [40], and hence do not introduce instabilities [41, 42, 43].
In Table 2 below, the possible supersymmetric Dp branes in AdS5×S5 which are related
to the brane intersections in flat space-time of Table 1 are listed in order of increasing
world-volume dimension.
Case probe worldvolume bosonic symmetry
1 D1 AdS2 SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5)
2 D5 AdS2 × S4 SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5)
3 D3 AdS3 × S1 SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2)
4 D7 AdS3 × S5 SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2)
5 D5 AdS4 × S2 SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(3)
6 D7 AdS5 × S3 SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2)
Table 2: Probe Dp branes in AdS5 × S5 preserving 16 supersymmetries
The supersymmetry of the probe branes is established by checking the existence of a
κ-symmetry projector for the Dp-brane world-volume action [44, 45, 46]. The projector may
be used to gauge fix the world-volume action and to exhibit equal numbers of bosonic and
fermionic degrees of freedom. It was shown in [41] that the probe branes in Table 2 are all
supersymmetric.
Probe branes allow us to introduce additional structure into the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence. In the probe approximation, the AdS/CFT duality is expected to “act twice” [42, 43],
with the open strings on the probe branes being dual to the localized degrees of freedom
on the intersection. Cases 1 and 2 have been discussed in [47]. Note that, in case 1, the
D1-brane can be replaced by a “giant” D3-brane with the same symmetries and magnetic
flux on its AdS2 × S2 worldvolume. Case 3 has been discussed in [39], where it was shown
that a supersymmetric embedding preserves only one of the two SO(2) symmetries. Case 4
has been discussed in the probe approximation in [16], and with the inclusion of the fully
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back-reacted geometry in [17]. Case 5 was argued to correspond to a holographic description
of a defect conformal field theory [42, 43, 48, 49]. Case 6 was used to introduce flavor into
AdS/CFT [50].
It is a priori not determined whether a probe solution can be extended to an exact
supergravity solution with the same symmetries. The question whether including the grav-
itational back-reaction of the probe preserves all or destroys some of the symmetries of the
configuration has to be decided on a case by case basis.
2.5 Structure of known exact supergravity solutions
The presently known exact supergravity solutions which preserve 16 supersymmetries share
the following structure. We will focus on solutions which asymptotically approach AdS5×S5.
The Ansatz has the structure of a fibration of several metric factors over a base manifold Σ,
ds2 = f 21 ds
2
M1
+ f 22ds
2
M2
+ · · ·+ f 2nds2Mn + ds2Σ (2.7)
The metric factors fi and ds
2
Σ, as well as the axion and dilaton fields are functions of Σ only.
The 3- and 5-form field strengths also depend on Σ; in view of their invariance under bosonic
symmetries, they depend on Mi only through the invariant volume forms on Mi.
The spacesMi are chosen to realize the bosonic symmetries of the half-BPS configuration
which often leads to a product of lower dimensional AdS and sphere factors.3 In view of
the overall Minkowski signature of the full space-time metric ds2, no more than a single
Minkowski signature AdS factor should occur. In some solutions, an extra factor of the real
line R will be part of the space-time manifold. Thus, we may have,
Mi = AdSd+1 isometry : SO(2, d)
Mi = S
d isometry : SO(d+ 1)
Mi = R isometry : R (2.8)
On the CFT side, the SO(2, d) and SO(d + 1) isometries are associated respectively with
the conformal symmetry, and the R-symmetry of the corresponding half-BPS operator.
A purely bosonic field configuration will preserve 16 supersymmetries provided there
exist 16 linearly independent spinors ε for which the supersymmetry transformations of the
3For some of the new solutions, which we shall advocate in Section 5, the isometry algebra will have
components of the form SU(3), SU(1, 2) and SU(1, 3), with corresponding space-time manifold factors Mi
of the form CP2, CH2, and CH3. This generalization of (2.7) will be discussed systematically in section 5.2.
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fermion fields, namely the gravitino and the dilatino, vanish. Using the supersymmetry
variations of these fermion fields [51], the condition leads to the following BPS equations,
0 = i(Γ · P )ε∗ − i
24
(Γ ·G)ε
0 = DMε+
i
480
(Γ · F )ΓMε− 1
96
(
ΓM(Γ ·G) + 2(Γ ·G)ΓM
)
ε∗ (2.9)
where P , G, and F stand for the Type IIB dilaton/axion, 3-form, and 5-form field strengths
respectively. The unbroken supersymmetries are constructed using the invariant or Killing
spinors on the spaces Mi. We will briefly review the known solutions associated with half-
BPS operators in the next subsection. A unifying feature of all solutions is that the extremely
complicated system of BPS equations arising from (2.9) can be solved exactly in terms of
harmonic functions subject to certain prescribed boundary conditions.
2.6 Known families of half-BPS solutions
In this subsection, we shall summarize the known families of half-BPS solutions. In each
case, the solutions are locally asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, and invariant under a subalgebra
with 16 fermionic generators of PSU(2, 2|4). (The embeddings of Lie superalgebras will be
discussed in detail in Section 4, and Appendices B and C.)
• The supergravity solutions of [5] correspond to the AdS dual of localized half-BPS
operators on the CFT side. The solutions have R ⊕ SO(4) ⊕ SO(4) isometry and hence
M1 = S
3, M2 = S
3, M3 = R. The only non-trivial fields are the metric and the five form F ,
while the dilaton is constant, and the axion, and 3-form antisymmetric field strengths vanish.
The 3-dimensional base space Σ is constrained further by Killing spinors. The most general
half-BPS solution with these symmetries is given by a 3-dimensional harmonic function h
defined on a 3-dimensional half space (x1, x2, y) where y > 0. The boundary condition
h = ±1
2
at y = 0 completely determines the regular solutions. The symmetry preserved by
these solutions is the superalgebra R⊕ PSU(2|2)⊕ PSU(2|2).
• The full supergravity solution corresponding to half-BPS Wilson loops was con-
structed exactly in [9]. (For an earlier derivation of the BPS equations and discussion of
suitable boundary conditions, see [52, 53]). The isometries are SO(2, 1) ⊕ SO(3) ⊕ SO(5)
and hence we have M1 = AdS2,M2 = S
2, and M3 = S
4. The 3-form field strength G is, in
general, non-vanishing. The base space Σ is a 2-dimensional hyperelliptic Riemann surface
with a boundary and the solution is completely determined by two harmonic functions with
alternating Neumann and vanishing Dirichlet conditions on segments of the boundary. These
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solutions were analyzed further in [54, 55]. The symmetry preserved by these solutions is
the superalgebra OSp(4∗|4).
• The supergravity solutions dual to half-BPS surface operators were constructed in
[34, 33] as double analytic continuations of the solutions of [5]. The isometries are SO(2, 2)⊕
SO(4) ⊕ U(1), and hence M1 = AdS3, M2 = S3, and M3 = R. The base space Σ is 3-
dimensional in view of the U(1) isometry. The symmetry preserved by these solutions is the
superalgebra PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ U(1).
• The supergravity solutions corresponding to the planar half-BPS defect/interface were
obtained exactly in [7, 8]. (For an earlier derivation of the BPS equations and of suitable
boundary conditions, see [56].) These solutions have isometry algebra SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(3) ⊕
SO(3), and hence we have M1 = AdS4,M2 = S
2 and M3 = S
2. The 3-form field strength G
is, in general, non-vanishing. As in the case of the supergravity solutions dual to the Wilson
loop, the base space Σ is a hyperelliptic Riemann surface with boundary and the solution is
determined by two harmonic functions with alternating Neumann and Dirichlet boundary
conditions, although the detailed regularity conditions are different. The symmetry preserved
by the defect/interface solutions is the superalgebra OSp(4|4,R).
Whenever the CFT operator is not strictly speaking local, the corresponding AdS dual
supergravity solutions are not globally asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, as the boundary of space-
time is deformed at the imprint of the operator on the boundary. This is the case for a
Wilson line where the dual string ends at the boundary of AdS5 × S5, as well as for an
interface where the boundary consists of multiple asymptotic regions of AdS5 × S5 glued
together along the interface. In both cases, the solutions are asymptotically AdS5×S5 away
from the support of the operator.
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3 Half-BPS configuration in M-theory
In this section we shall generalize the analysis of Section 2 to M-theory. Eleven-dimensional
supergravity admits two maximally supersymmetric Freund-Rubin solutions [1]. One is
AdS7×S4, which arises in the near-horizon limit of a stack of parallel M5 branes; the other
is AdS4 × S7, which arises in the near-horizon limit of a stack of parallel M2 branes [24].
3.1 The AdS/CFT correspondence for M-theory
Two cases may be distinguished according to the two Freund-Rubin solutions. The first
case provides a correspondence between 11-dimensional supergravity on AdS7 × S4 and
the 5+1-dimensional CFT with 32 supersymmetries, which we shall denote by CFT6. The
global symmetries here are encoded in the superalgebra OSp(8∗|4), whose maximal bosonic
subalgebra is SO(8∗)⊕ Sp(4) = SO(2, 6)⊕ SO(5). On the CFT side, SO(8∗) = SO(2, 6) is
the 5+1-dimensional conformal algebra, while SO(5) is the R-symmetry. On the AdS side,
SO(2, 6)⊕ SO(5) is the isometry of AdS7 × S4. The second case provides a correspondence
between 11-dimensional supergravity on AdS4 × S7 and the 2+1-dimensional CFT with 32
supersymmetries, which we shall denote by CFT3. The global symmetries are encoded in
the superalgebra OSp(8|4,R), whose maximal bosonic subalgebra is SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R). On
the CFT side, Sp(4,R) = SO(2, 3) is the 2+1-dimensional conformal algebra, while SO(8)
is the R-symmetry. On the AdS side, SO(8)⊕ SO(2, 3) is the isometry of AdS4 × S7.
Although CFT6 and CFT3 are not as well understood as their 3+1-dimensional coun-
terpart, many helpful facts analogous to the results derived in N = 4 SYM remain true.
The unique CFT6 vacuum has maximal symmetry, given by the superalgebra OSp(8
∗|4),
while the unique CFT3 vacuum has symmetry OSp(8|4,R). Inserting an operator O in
the CFT vacuum produces a new state whose symmetry is reduced to the subalgebra H
of OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R) that leaves O invariant. The insertion of O on the CFT side
causes the M-theory solution to deform away from AdS7× S4 or AdS4× S7. If the operator
O is “sufficiently local”, then there will exist an asymptotic bulk region in R6 or R3, away
from the support of O, where locally the state of the CFT is close to the vacuum state.
The asymptotics at space-time infinity of the AdS dual supergravity solution then coincide
locally with AdS7 × S4 or AdS4 × S7.
This AdS/CFT argumentation shows that any half-BPS solution which is AdS/CFT dual
to a “sufficiently local” operator in the CFT will obey the local asymptotics of AdS7 × S4
or AdS4 × S7, and will be invariant under a subalgebra H with 16 fermionic generators of
respectively OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R).
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3.2 Half-BPS operators in M-theory
The CFT6 may be viewed as the decoupling limit of the (0, 2) worldvolume theory of a
stack of parallel M5 branes, while the CFT3 may be defined as the IR fixed point of a 2+1-
dimensional supersymmetric SU(N) SYM. In both cases, the definition of the CFT does
not provide a direct Lagrangian description suitable to a weak coupling expansion of the
quantum theory. This situation makes the analysis of the CFT more complicated than in
the case of 3+1-dimensional N = 4 SYM. (For recent progress on a Lagrangian formulation
for multiple M2-branes, see e.g. [57, 58, 59, 60]).
The local half-BPS operators of CFT6 were classified in [61]. For CFT6 on R × S5, the
chiral primary operators are time-translation invariant, do not depend on S5, and preserve
an SO(3) subgroup of R-symmetry of the (0, 2) supersymmetry. The resulting bosonic
symmetry associated with localized half-BPS operators is thus R⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(3). As far
as we know, a systematic analysis of non-local half-BPS operators in M-theory along the
lines of the previous section has not been carried out.
3.3 Intersecting branes
The rules for supersymmetric intersections of M-branes are most easily derived by descend-
ing to 10-dimensional Type IIA superstring theory via compactification on a circle. The
supersymmetric intersections of M5 and M2 branes preserving 8 of the 32 supersymmetries
are listed in Table 3. A near-horizon limit may lead to an enhancement of the Poincare´ and
supersymmetry to superconformal symmetry on the intersection.
Case branes dim intersec bosonic symmetry
1 M5/M5 2 ISO(1, 1)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4)
2 M5/M2 2 ISO(1, 1)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4)
3 M5/M5 4 ISO(3, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(2)
4 M2/M2 1 R⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2)⊕ SO(2)
Table 3: Intersecting M2 and M5 branes with 8 supersymmetries
3.4 Probe branes in AdS7 × S4 and AdS4 × S7
Supersymmetric probe branes can be considered in the AdS7 × S4 near-horizon limit of M5
branes and in the AdS4 × S7 near-horizon limit of M2 branes. Just as in the case of Dp
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branes discussed in the previous section, one finds stable probe branes with world-volumes
which are products of a lower dimensional AdS space embedded into AdS7/AdS4 and a
lower dimensional sphere embedded into S4/S7 respectively. The supersymmetry of the
embedding follows from the existence of a κ-symmetry projector as in the Type IIB case.
The supersymmetry of the probe brane was analyzed in [62, 63].
Probe branes preserving 16 supersymmetries in AdS7×S4, and in AdS4×S7 backgrounds
are listed respectively in Table 4, and Table 5.
Case probe worldvolume M bosonic symmetry
1 M5 AdS3 × S3 SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4)
2 M2 AdS3 SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4)
3 M5 AdS5 × S1 SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(2)
Table 4: Probe branes in AdS7 × S4 preserving 16 supersymmetries
Case probe worldvolume M bosonic symmetry
4 M2 AdS2 × S1 SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2)
5 M5 AdS3 × S3 SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4)
Table 5: Probe branes in AdS4 × S7 preserving 16 supersymmetries
Case 2 of Table 4, and case 5 of Table 5 may be viewed as different near-horizon limits of
the M2/M5 intersecting brane configurations, and thus both correspond to case 2 of Table 3.
The other cases of Tables 4 and 5 match the remaining cases in Table 3. Note that, for cases
3 and 4, a supersymmetric embedding only preserves a single SO(2) symmetry.
3.5 Exact supergravity solutions
Supergravity solutions to 11-dimensional supergravity are constructed following the same
methods as were discussed in Section 2.5 for Type IIB supergravity. A purely bosonic field
configuration will preserve 16 supersymmetries, provided there exist 16 linearly independent
spinors ε for which the supersymmetry variation of the gravitino field vanishes. Using the
supersymmetry transformations of [64], the condition leads to the following BPS equation,
∇Mε+ 1
288
(
ΓM
NPQR − 8δMNΓPQR
)
FNPQR ε = 0 (3.1)
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The metric is given by a fibration (2.7) over a base space Σ, and products of space Mi
respecting the expected symmetry of the solution. For M-theory, the total dimension ofMi’s
and Σ is eleven. The 4-form field strength FMNPQ can depend on Σ and on the invariant
volume forms of Mi.
3.6 Known families of half-BPS solutions
In this section, we shall summarize the known or partially known half-BPS solutions to
11-dimensional supergravity.
• Half-BPS solutions dual to local half-BPS operators were constructed in [5]. They have
SO(6)⊕SO(3)⊕R isometry and thus we have M1 = S5, M2 = S2, M3 = R. The remaining
base manifold Σ is 3-dimensional. In contrast to the Type IIB case, obtaining solutions here
requires solving of a 3-dimensional Toda-like field equation with certain boundary conditions
imposed for regularity. This equation has not been solved explicitly, so that solutions are
only partially known. The solutions are asymptotically AdS4×S7. They are invariant under
the SU(4|2) subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R), which in turn leaves AdS4 × S7 invariant.
• Half BPS-solutions dual to a 1+1-dimensional planar defect/interface in CFT3, and
to a 2-dimensional surface operator in CFT6 were constructed exactly in [10], at the local
level. (For an earlier derivation of the BPS equations, and a partial solution, see [52, 63].)
Regularity conditions, and global solutions are obtained in [65]. The isometry in both cases is
given by SO(2, 2)⊕SO(4)⊕SO(4) and henceM1 = AdS3,M2 = M3 = S3. The base manifold
Σ is a 2-dimensional Riemann surface with boundary and the solution is completely specified
by one harmonic function on Σ, and a certain integral transform of two further harmonic
functions [10]. For the M5 brane these supergravity solutions are the dual description of the
self-dual string solution of the M5 brane worldvolume theory found in [66].
For the 1+1-dimensional planar defect/interface supergravity solutions, the asymptotic
behavior is locally AdS4 × S7, and the solutions are invariant under the OSp(4|2,R) ⊕
OSp(4|2,R) subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R), which in turn leaves AdS4 × S7 invariant. For the
2-dimensional surface operator supergravity solutions, the asymptotic behavior is locally
AdS7 × S4, and the solutions are invariant under the OSp(4∗|2)⊕ OSp(4∗|2) subalgebra of
OSp(8∗|4), which in turn leaves AdS7 × S4 invariant.
• Remarkably, the above families of half BPS-solutions on AdS3 × S3 × S3 warped
over a Riemann surface Σ correspond to special points c = 1,−2,−1/2 in a family of so-
lutions parametrized by one real parameter c [10]. The discussion of the asymptotics and
superalgebra aspects of these general values of c will be postponed until Section 7.2 below.
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4 Lie superalgebras and their subalgebras
A Lie superalgebra G is a Z2-graded associative algebra which admits a unique decomposition
G = G0¯ ⊕ G1¯ under the Z2-grading into an even (or bosonic) subspace G0¯, and an odd (or
fermionic) subspace G1¯, and is equipped with a (graded) commutator,
[A,B] = AB − (−1)αβBA (4.1)
which satisfies a generalized Jacobi-identity
(−1)αγ [A, [B,C]] + (−1)αβ[B, [C,A]] + (−1)βγ [C, [A,B]] = 0 (4.2)
Here, α, β, γ are the Z2-gradings of A,B,C ∈ G respectively. A complete classification of
simple Lie superalgebras was obtained in [67, 68, 69, 70]. A dictionary of Lie superalgebras
may be found in [71], which also contains an extensive bibliography on superalgebras.
Under the commutator operation, the bosonic subspace G0¯ forms an ordinary Lie algebra,
referred to as the maximal bosonic subalgebra. The fermionic subspace G1¯ transforms under
a representation of G0¯, induced by the commutator. If G is simple, and the representation
of G1¯ under G0¯ is completely reducible, then G is referred to as a classical Lie superalgebra.
If G is classical and also has a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form, then G is referred
to as a basic Lie superalgebra. In this paper, we shall restrict attention to the basic Lie
superalgebras, since they are closest in properties to ordinary Lie algebras, and probably of
greatest interest in physics. Their classification is also known [67, 68, 69, 70].
In this section, we will focus on the basic Lie superalgebras PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and
OSp(8|4,R), of which we shall classify all basic Lie subalgebras (or direct sums thereof)
which have 16 fermionic generators. In Section 6, we will turn our attention to conformal
superalgebras, which are basic Lie superalgebras whose maximal bosonic subalgebra includes
a conformal algebra in various dimensions. The above constitute the Lie superalgebras of
greatest interest to AdS/CFT dualities. Since these facts will be needed throughout the
paper, we shall begin by reviewing, in the next subsections, the classification of basic Lie
superalgebras, their real forms, and their matrix representations.
4.1 Basic Lie superalgebras over C
We begin by listing, in Table 6 below, all basic superalgebras over C, their maximal bosonic
subalgebras, rank, and fermion representation content.
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Superalgebra G bosonic subalgebra G0¯ rank fermion rep G1¯ #(G1¯)
SL(m|n), m 6= n SL(m)⊕ SL(n)⊕C m+ n− 1 (m,n∗)⊕ (m∗, n) 2mn
PSL(m|m) SL(m)⊕ SL(m) 2m− 2 (m,m∗)⊕ (m∗, m) 2m2
OSp(m|2n) SO(m)⊕ Sp(2n) [m/2] + n (m, 2n) 2mn
G(3) SL(2)⊕G2 3 (2, 7) 14
F (4) SL(2)⊕ SO(7) 4 (2, 8s) 16
D(2, 1; c) SL(2)⊕ SL(2)⊕ SL(2) 3 (2, 2, 2) 8
Table 6: Basic Lie superalgebras over C.
We have the following isomorphisms of basic Lie superalgebras over C,
SL(m|n) = SL(n|m)
OSp(2|2) = SL(1|2)
OSp(4|2) = D(2, 1; 1)
D(2, 1; c′) = D(2, 1; c) c′ ∈ A(c) (4.3)
where the set A(c) is defined by,
A(c) ≡
{
c, 1/c,−(1 + c)±1,−(1 + 1/c)±1
}
(4.4)
4.2 Real forms
In physics, and in particular in supergravity, superalgebras act on various fields, some of
which are invariably real. This is the case of the space-time metric, and the antisymmetric
4-form field in Type IIB. In M-theory, the 3-form field is real, and the gravitino is subject to
a Majorana condition. Thus, we consider not just Lie superalgebras over C, as in Table 6,
but we need also their various real forms, such as PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R).
A real form of a Lie superalgebra G over C may be defined, and constructed, as follows
(see for example [72, 71]). Let φ be an involution from G to G, which preserves the Z2-grading
of G, the graded commutator, and which is a semi-linear map,
φ(Gα) = Gα α ∈ {0¯, 1¯}
φ([X, Y ]) = [φ(X), φ(Y )] X, Y ∈ G
φ(aX + bY ) = a¯φ(X) + b¯φ(Y ) a, b ∈ C (4.5)
Here, a¯, b¯ stand for the standard complex conjugates of the complex numbers a, b. The last
condition gives to φ the meaning of a generalized complex conjugation operation. Given
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such a φ, the real Lie subalgebra Gφ may be defined by,
Gφ ≡ {X + φ(X), X ∈ G} (4.6)
It is readily checked that Gφ is a Lie subalgebra of G; it is real in the sense that φ(Gφ) = Gφ.
One refers to Gφ as the real form of G associated with φ.
The complete list of possible real forms of the basic Lie superalgebras is reviewed in
Table 7 below (see [67, 72, 71]). For the case of the Lie superalgebras SL(m|m), and their
associated real forms, the R- or U(1)- term is to be removed in the last column. For the
definitions of the real forms SU(2m∗) and SO(2m∗), and isomorphisms between ordinary
Lie algebras of low rank, see also Appendix A. Of special importance to us will be the real
forms PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R), whose maximal bosonic subalgebras are
respectively SU(2, 2)⊕ SU(4), SO(2, 6)⊕ Sp(4), and SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R).
Superalgebra G real form Gφ maximal bosonic subalgebra Gφ0¯
SL(m|n) SL(m|n,R) SL(m,R)⊕ SL(n,R)⊕R
SL(m+m′|n+ n′) SU(m,m′|n, n′) SU(m,m′)⊕ SU(n, n′)⊕ U(1)
SL(2m|2n) SL(2m|2n,H) SU(2m∗)⊕ SU(2n∗)⊕R
OSp(m+m′|2n) OSp(m,m′|2n,R) SO(m,m′)⊕ Sp(2n,R)
OSp(2m|2n+ 2n′) OSp(2m∗|2n, 2n′) SO(2m∗)⊕ Sp(2n, 2n′)
F (4) F (4; p), p = 0, 1, 2, 3 SL(2,R)⊕ SO(p, 7− p)
G(3) G(3; p), p = 0, 1 SL(2,R)⊕G2,2p
D(2, 1; c) D(2, 1; c; p), p = 0, 1, 2 SL(2,R)⊕ SO(p, 4− p)
Table 7: Real forms of the basic Lie superalgebras.
We have the following isomorphisms of real forms of low rank,
OSp(2∗|2) = SU(2|1)
OSp(2|2,R) = SU(1, 1|1)
D(2, 1; 1; 0) = OSp(4|2,R)
D(2, 1; c; 0) = OSp(4∗|2) for c = −2,−1/2
D(2, 1; 1; 1) = OSp(1, 3|2,R)
D(2, 1; 1; 2) = OSp(2, 2|2,R)
D(2, 1; c; 0) = D(2, 1; 1/c; 0)
D(2, 1; c; 2) = D(2, 1; c′; 2) for c′ ∈ A(c) (4.7)
as well as SU(n|m) = SU(m|n), and SL(m|n,R) = SL(n|m,R) for all m,n.
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4.3 Matrix representation of the SL, SU and OSp series
The Lie superalgebras in the SL, SU , and OSp series may be defined in terms of matrix
representations, which are especially useful in defining the real forms of these algebras. Let
V = V0¯ ⊕ V1¯ be a Z2-graded vector space, where dim(V0¯) = m and dim(V1¯) = n. A
supermatrix M is a linear map of V into V which may be decomposed as follows,
M
(V0¯
V1¯
)
→
(V0¯
V1¯
)
M =
(
A B
C D
)
(4.8)
where A,D are even grading and of dimension m × m and n × n respectively, and where
B,C are odd grading and of dimension m×n and n×m respectively. The general linear Lie
superalgebra GL(m|n) is defined to be the set of all such matrices over C. The supertrace
is defined by str(M) ≡ tr(A)− tr(D), and the supertranspose is defined by
Mst ≡
(
At Ct
−Bt Dt
) (
Mst
)st
=
(
A −B
−C D
)
(4.9)
Note that the double supertranspose takes the value (−1)α on Vα. The matrix representation
of SL(m|n) and OSp(m|2n) over C are given by,
SL(m|n) =
{
M ∈ GL(m|n), str(M) = 0
}
OSp(m|2n) =
{
M ∈ GL(m|2n), MstKm|2n +Km|2nM = 0
}
(4.10)
Here, the matrix Km|2n is defined as follows,
Km|2n ≡
(
Im 0
0 J2n
)
J2n ≡
(
0 In
−In 0
)
(4.11)
where Im is the identity matrix in dimension m. Note that the expression for Km|2n in the
definition of OSp(m|2n) is consistent with the fact that the double supertranspose reverses
the sign of the odd parts B,C. It is readily shown that the matrix realization given here is
equivalent to the definition given in [67].
The matrix representations of the real forms may be obtained in a similar way. To do
so, we define the following matrices,
Lm,m′|n,n′ ≡
(
Im,m′ 0
0 −iIn,n′
)
Im,m′ ≡
(
Im 0
0 −Im′
)
Km,m′|2n ≡
(
Im,m′ 0
0 J2n
)
K˜2m|2n,2n′ ≡
(
J2m 0
0 I2n,2n′
)
(4.12)
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The matrix representation of real forms is given in terms of the semi-linear involutions φ by,4
SL(m|n;R) =
{
M ∈ SL(m|n), M = φ(M); φ(M) ≡M∗
}
SU(m,m′|n, n′) =
{
M ∈ SL(m+m′|n+ n′), M = φ(M); φ(M) ≡ −L−1(M∗)stL
}
OSp(2m∗|2n, 2n′) =
{
M ∈ OSp(2m|2n+ 2n′), M = φ(M); φ(M) ≡ −K˜−1(M∗)stK˜
}
OSp(m,m′|2n,R) =
{
M ∈ SL(m+m′|2n;R), M = −K−1MstK
}
(4.13)
where we have used the abbreviations L = Lm,m′|n,n′, K˜ = K˜2m|2n,2n′ , and K = Km,m′|2n.
The matrix representations of the real forms SU and OSp given here are equivalent to the
matrix formulations of [67].
4.4 Subalgebras of the complex Lie superalgebras SL and OSp
A systematic classification of all Lie subalgebras, for a given basic Lie superalgebra, does
not appear to be available. Therefore, we shall have to obtain the classification of all Lie
subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R) with 16 fermionic generators by
drawing together the known results and deriving here the remaining cases ourselves. From
the outset, we shall restrict to considering only Lie subalgebras which are direct sums of
basic Lie superalgebras and possibly ordinary simple Lie algebras. These appear to be the
only cases that will be needed for AdS/CFT applications.
Superalgebra subalgebra
SL(m+m′|n+ n′) SL(m|n)⊕ SL(m′|n′)⊕C
OSp(m+m′|2n+ 2n′) OSp(m|2n)⊕ OSp(m′|2n′)
SL(m|2n) OSp(m|2n)
OSp(2m|2n) SL(m|n)⊕C
Table 8: Maximal subalgebras of the SL and OSp series over C.
The known cases consist of the maximal regular subalgebras (for which the rank of the
subalgebra coincides with the rank of the original algebra), and those singular subalgebras
that can be obtained by folding the root diagram, both cases being considered as Lie su-
peralgebras over C. (The distinction between regular and singular subalgebras has to do
4To exhibit the involution φ more clearly on the last line, we may use the following alternative defini-
tion, OSp(m,m′|2n,R) = {M ∈ OSp(m +m′|2n), M = φ(M); φ(M) ≡ Im,m′|2nM∗Im,m′|2n}. The two
definitions are related by a (complex) change of basis, given by the square root of Im,m′|2n.
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with the root structure of the subalgebra [71], and will not be needed here.) The results
for subalgebras of the SL and OSp series (subalgebras of the exceptional cases will not be
needed here) are listed in Table 8 above. This list includes the cases where m′n′ = 0 by set-
ting SL(m|0) = SL(m), OSp(m|0) = SO(m), and OSp(0|2n) = Sp(2n). Using the matrix
representations of the Lie superalgebras given in Section 4.2, it is straightforward to check
that the embeddings of Table 8 indeed hold.
4.5 Subalgebras of the real form Lie superalgebras SU and OSp
From the results on Lie subalgebras over C, as well as from the matrix representations for
the real forms of the superalgebras, given in Section 4.2, certain subalgebras of the real
forms in the SU and OSp series may be deduced. The derivation of some of these results
will be given in Appendix B. To illustrate here the key issue in the construction of real form
subalgebras, we shall begin by deriving the following general result.
Let H be a subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra G defined as the invariance subalgebra of
a (bosonic) element T ∈ G,
H = {M ∈ G, [T,M ] = 0} (4.14)
Let φ be a semi-linear involution of G which preserves its Z2 grading, and graded commutator.
The complete definition of φ was given in (4.5). If there exists a λ ∈ C, such that
φ(T ) = λT (4.15)
then the semi-linearity and involutive properties of φ imply that |λ| = 1. Any φ satisfying
(4.15) produces a unique real form Hφ of H which is a subalgebra of the real form Gφ, and
Hφ = Gφ ∩ H (4.16)
The proof is immediate upon use of φ([T,M ]) = [φ(T ), φ(M)] = λ[T, φ(M)], for any M ∈ G.
It is important to realize that a given real form Gφ of a complex Lie superalgebra G may
induce several different real forms of a given complex subalgebra H ⊂ G, provided H has
several different embeddings into G. When two different embeddings H(1), and H(2) of H
into G are equivalent to one another, namely H(2) = SH(1)S−1 for some S in the maximal
bosonic subgroup of G, the real forms Hφ(1) and Hφ(2) will be isomorphic provided φ(S) = λS.
If this relation does not hold, however, the two real forms Hφ(1) and Hφ(2) will generally be
inequivalent, even though H(1) and H(2) are equivalent over C.
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Henceforth, we shall restrict to the series of real forms needed in this paper, namely
SU(m,m′|n), OSp(m|2n,R), and OSp(2m∗|2n). They are given in Table 9 below. The
results on the first three lines of Table 9 are immediate consequences of the matrix repre-
sentations for these superalgebras given in (4.13), and are available from [71]. The results
on the fourth and fifth lines have been known to hold, when pq = 0, for some time in the
context of the oscillator realization of superalgebras [73, 74, 75]. As we are not aware of
complete proofs elsewhere, these results will be proven generally in Appendix B, together
with those of the last four lines of Table 9, for the sake of completeness.
Real form superalgebra real form subalgebra
SU(p + p′, q + q′|n+ n′) SU(p, q|n)⊕ SU(p′, q′|n′)⊕ U(1)
OSp(m+m′|2n+ 2n′,R) OSp(m|2n,R)⊕ OSp(m′|2n′,R)
OSp(2m+ 2m′∗|2n+ 2n′) OSp(2m∗|2n)⊕ OSp(2m′∗|2n′)
OSp(2m∗|2n) SU(p, q|n)⊕ U(1), p+ q = m; p, q ≥ 0
OSp(2m|2n,R) SU(m|p, q)⊕ U(1), p+ q = n; p, q ≥ 0
SU(m|n, n) OSp(m|2n,R)
SU(m,m|2n) OSp(2m∗|2n)
Table 9: Maximal subalgebras of relevant real forms of the SU and OSp series.
In addition, it will be proven in Appendix C that none of the real forms of the exceptional
basic Lie superalgberas F (4), G(3), and D(2, 1; c) for c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, is a subalgebra of
PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and OSp(8|4,R).
4.6 Basic subalgebras with 16 fermionic generators
All basic superalgebras over C (which are by definition simple) with 16 fermionic generators
are readily identified from Table 6; they are SL(4|2), SL(8|1), OSp(8|2),OSp(4|4), OSp(2|8),
and F (4). The algebras SL(8|1) and OSp(2|8) are manifestly not subalgebras of either
PSL(4|4), or OSp(8|4), since their bosonic subalgebras do not fit. Also, the SO(8) part of
the maximal bosonic subalgebra of OSp(8|2) cannot fit into PSL(4|4), so that OSp(8|2) 6⊂
PSL(4|4). In Appendix C it is shown that F (4) is not a subalgebra of either PSL(4|4), or
OSp(8|4). All remaining basic subalgebras over C are given by,
PSL(4|4) ⊃ SL(4|2), OSp(4|4)
OSp(8|4) ⊃ OSp(8|2), OSp(4|4), SL(4|2) (4.17)
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It follows from Table 8 that these embedding relations over C hold in all cases of (4.17).
Note that some of these embeddings are not maximal and admit purely bosonic Lie algebra
enhancements in the cases PSL(4|4) ⊃ SL(4|2)⊕SL(2), and OSp(8|4) ⊃ OSp(8|2)⊕Sp(2),
and OSp(8|4) ⊃ OSp(4|4)⊕ SO(4).
Next, we shall list the associated real forms. Several of these simple subalgebras are not
in fact maximal subalgebras. In those cases, there exists a complementary purely bosonic
subalgebra, which we shall list below in its maximal form.5
PSU(2, 2|4) ⊃ SU(2, 2|2)⊕ SU(2), SU(2|4)⊕ SU(2),
SU(1, 1|4)⊕ SU(1, 1),
OSp(4∗|4), OSp(4|4,R)
OSp(8∗|4) ⊃ OSp(8∗|2)⊕ Sp(2),
OSp(4∗|4)⊕ SO(4∗),
SU(4|2)⊕ U(1),
SU(1, 3|2)⊕ U(1),
SU(2, 2|2)⊕ U(1)
OSp(8|4,R) ⊃ OSp(8|2,R)⊕ Sp(2,R)
OSp(4|4,R)⊕ SO(4),
SU(4|2)⊕ U(1),
SU(4|1, 1)⊕ U(1) (4.18)
The existence of these embeddings follows immediately from the results of Table 9. The
fact that no other real forms of the complex algebras are subalgebras may be shown by
systematically considering all such possible real forms. The following cases may be easily
excluded, by checking that the maximal bosonic subalgebras do not fit,
PSU(2, 2|4) 6⊃ SU(1, 3|2), SU(1, 3|1, 1), SU(2, 2|1, 1),
OSp(4∗|2, 2), OSp(p, 4− p|4,R), p = 1, 2
OSp(8∗|4) 6⊃ OSp(8|2,R), OSp(p, 4− p|4,R), p = 0, 1, 2,
SU(2, 2|1, 1), SU(1, 3|1, 1)
OSp(8|4,R) 6⊃ OSp(8∗|2), OSp(4∗|4), OSp(p, 8− p|2,R), p = 1, · · · , 4,
SU(2, 2|2), SU(1, 3|2), SU(2, 2|1, 1), SU(1, 3|1, 1) (4.19)
5In the first version of this paper, the inclusions of SU(1, 3|2), SU(2, 2|2), and SU(1, 1|4) were listed
incorrectly; their correct inclusion will lead to cases IIIb, IIIc, and VIc in section 5.5. We are grateful to
Jaume Gomis for questions that led us to find and correct these omissions.
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4.7 Direct sum subalgebras with 16 fermionic generators over C
Subalgebras with two simple Lie superalgebra components or more offer further possibilities.
We begin by presenting these subalgebras over C. We list all simple basic superalgebras
with strictly fewer than 16 fermionic generators (indicated in the left column below), and
whose maximal bosonic subalgebra fits into either PSL(4|4) or OSp(8|4). They are.6
2 OSp(1|2)
4 SL(2|1) = OSp(2|2), OSp(1|4)
6 SL(3|1), OSp(3|2)
8 PSL(2|2), OSp(4|2), OSp(2|4), SL(4|1), D(2, 1; c)
10 OSp(5|2)
12 SL(3|2), OSp(3|4), OSp(6|2)
14 OSp(7|2), G(3) (4.20)
In Appendix C, it will be proven that the exceptional superalgebras G(3), and D(2, 1; c)
with c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, are not subalgebras of PSL(4|4) or OSp(8|4).
To classify the non-exceptional cases, we shall make use of the subalgebra embeddings
given in Table 8. From the table, we deduce that no direct sum involving SL(4|1) can fit
either in PSL(4|4) or OSp(8|4), because the SL(4) component of SL(4|1) is already maximal
both in PSL(4|4) and in OSp(8|4). The same arguments lead us to eliminate the possibility
of having OSp(1|4), OSp(2|4) and OSp(3|4) as subalgebras. The above considerations reduce
the number of possible subalgebra components to the following list,
2 OSp(1|2)
4 SL(2|1) = OSp(2|2)
6 SL(3|1), OSp(3|2)
8 PSL(2|2), OSp(4|2)
10 OSp(5|2)
12 SL(3|2), OSp(6|2)
14 OSp(7|2) (4.21)
6The Lie superalgebras OSp(1|6), OSp(1|8), OSp(1|10), OSp(1|12), OSp(1|14), OSp(2|6), SL(5|1),
SL(6|1), and SL(7|1) also have fewer than 16 fermionic generators, but they manifestly do not fit into
either PSL(4|4) or OSp(8|4). Thus, they are excluded from the list.
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The possible subalgebra components may be enumerated by ensuring that the total number
of fermionic generators equals 16, and that the maximal bosonic subalgebras fit. As was the
case with the basic subalgebras, an extra bosonic subalgebra may be allowed. In the table
below, we shall include the maximal version of such a bosonic subalgebra, whenever it is
allowed. Lie superalgebras with two or more components can only have C, U(1), or R as
bosonic complements.
The resulting subalgebra embeddings are as follows,
PSL(4|4) ⊃ PSL(2|2)⊕ PSL(2|2)⊕C2,
SU(2|3)⊕ SU(2|1)
OSp(8|4) ⊃ OSp(4|2)⊕ OSp(4|2),
OSp(5|2)⊕ OSp(3|2),
OSp(6|2)⊕ OSp(2|2)
OSp(7|2)⊕ OSp(1|2), (4.22)
The non-trivial cases are eliminated as follows.
1. SL(3|2) ⊕ OSp(2|2) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8|4). Note that both OSp(8|4) and
SL(3|2) ⊕ OSp(2|2) are of rank 6. If the embedding existed, it would have to be a
maximal regular subalgebra, but all such sub-algebras of OSp(8|4) are known, and
SL(3|2) ⊕ OSp(2|2) is not amongst them. (For example, OSp(6|2) ⊕ OSp(2|2) is a
regular maximal subalgebra of OSp(8|4), but SL(3|2) does not fit into OSp(6|2).)
Finally, since the ranks of SL(3|2)⊕OSp(2|2) and OSp(8|4) are equal, the embedding
cannot be that of a non-regular subalgebra either.
2. PSL(2|2)⊕OSp(4|2) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8|4). Note that the rank of PSL(2|2)
is only 2, so the total rank of PSL(2|2) ⊕ OSp(4|2) is 5. This case is ruled out as
follows. While the maximal bosonic subalgebra SO(4)⊕ Sp(2)⊕ SL(2)⊕ SL(2) fits,
the fermionic generators in PSL(2|2) transform in the spin 1/2 representation of the
SL(2) components. But the first SL(2) component is embedded into SO(8) by the
spin 1 representation of that same algebra, so that the fermionic generators do not fit.
Finally, subalgebras with three simple components or more are all ruled out by analogous
arguments. Thus, the cases of (4.22) exhaust all possible subalgebras.
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4.8 Direct sum subalgebras with 16 real fermionic generators
The associated real forms are as follows,
PSU(2, 2|4) ⊃ PSU(2|2)⊕ PSU(2|2)⊕R2,
PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ U(1)2,
SU(2|3)⊕ SU(2|1),
SU(1, 1|3)⊕ SU(1, 1|1),
SU(1, 2|2)⊕ SU(1|2)
OSp(8∗|4) ⊃ OSp(4∗|2)⊕ OSp(4∗|2),
OSp(2∗|2)⊕ OSp(6∗|2)
OSp(8|4,R) ⊃ OSp(7|2,R)⊕ OSp(1|2,R),
OSp(6|2,R)⊕ OSp(2|2,R),
OSp(5|2,R)⊕ OSp(3|2,R),
OSp(4|2,R)⊕ OSp(4|2,R) (4.23)
Note that OSp(2∗|2) ⊕ OSp(6∗|2) is a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4). The orthogonal parts of
the bosonic subalgebras are respectively given by SO(2∗)⊕SO(6∗) = SO(2)⊕SU(1, 3) and
SO(2, 6). The subalgebra SU(1, 3) is maximal in SO(2, 6), and the generator commuting
with SU(1, 3) inside SO(2, 6) is indeed a compact SO(2), whence the result.
4.9 Enhanced supersymmetries
Finally, we note that in various cases, there exist subalgebras H∗ of the superalgebras
PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or OSp(8|4,R) whose number of fermionic generators actually ex-
ceeds 16, but remains less than 32 (or even less than 28). IfH∗ contains one of the subalgebras
H with precisely 16 fermionic generators that were classified in this section, then it may play
the role of a symmetry algebra for half-BPS solutions with an enhanced supersymmetry. The
systematic classification of such superalgebras H∗ will be carried out in Section 7.1, where
their significance to the existence of half-BPS solutions with enhanced supersymmetry will
be discussed as well.
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5 Half-BPS supergravity solutions and superalgebras
In the present section, we shall spell out and prove generally the correspondence between
superalgebras H and the existence of half-BPS solutions. The classification of superalge-
bras H with 16 fermionic generators which are subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), and
OSp(8|4,R), obtained in Section 4, allows us then to derive a classification of all possi-
ble families of half-BPS solutions which are locally asymptotic to respectively AdS5 × S5,
AdS7 × S4, and AdS4 × S7 for each associated supergravity.
All known families of half-BPS solutions may be identified in this classification. The
remaining cases, where solutions are not known at this time, will be discussed, and arguments
for either their existence or their absence will be developed using input from the AdS/CFT
correspondence and from intersecting brane and probe brane dynamics.
5.1 The superalgebra - half-BPS solution correspondence
The precise statement of the correspondence is as follows.
If a half-BPS solution of Type IIB is locally asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, or a half-BPS
solution of M-theory is locally asymptotic to AdS7×S4 or AdS4×S7, and invariant under a
superalgebra H (with 16 fermionic generators since the solution is assumed to be half-BPS),
then H must be a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R) respectively.
By locally asymptotic, we mean here that the boundary can consist of several components,
each of which is asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, AdS7 × S4 or AdS4 × S7.
The compact factors of the above space-times cause no difficulty in the definition of this
asymptotic behavior. The precise definitions of asymptotically AdS3 and AdS4 were given
respectively in [76] and [77], and of asymptotically AdSd+1, for general d, may be found,
for example in [78, 79]. We shall reproduce it here for the sake of completeness and clarity.
In local adapted coordinates xµ = (t, r, θi), for µ = 0, r, i and i = 1, · · · , d − 1, a locally
asymptotically AdSd+1 metric ds
2 on a manifold M takes the form,
ds2 = dsˆ2R + hµνdx
µdxν
dsˆ2R = −
(
1 +
r2
R2
)
dt2 +
(
1 +
r2
R2
)−1
dr2 + r2dsˆ2Sd−1 (5.1)
Here, dsˆ2R is the SO(2, d)-invariant metric on AdSd+1 with radius R, expressed in terms of
the SO(d)-invariant metric dsˆ2Sd−1 on S
d−1 with radius 1. The boundary of AdSd+1, and thus
of M , is located at r =∞.
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The metric ds2 is locally asymptotic to the metric dsˆ2R if the deformations away from dsˆ
2
R
(which are parametrized by hµν) obey the following asymptotics as r →∞,
htt = r
2−d γtt(t, θ
i) +O
(
r1−d
)
htr = r
−1−d γtr(t, θ
i) +O
(
r−2−d
)
hti = r
2−d γti(t, θ
i) +O
(
r1−d
)
hrr = r
−2−d γrr(t, θ
i) +O
(
r−3−d
)
hri = r
−1−d γri(t, θ
i) +O
(
r−2−d
)
hij = r
2−d γij(t, θ
i) +O
(
r1−d
)
(5.2)
The reduced metric functions γµν are allowed to be arbitrary functions of t and θ
i.
The notion we need next is that of asymptotic symmetry ofM , a notion that found its ori-
gins in gauge theory, and was extended long ago to general relativity [80, 76, 77]. Simply put
for the case at hand, the asymptotic symmetry of the asymptotically AdSd+1 manifold M is
SO(2, d). This may be understood as follows. Under the isometry SO(2, d) of AdSd+1, inte-
rior points of AdSd+1 are mapped to interior points, while points on the boundary of AdSd+1
are mapped to boundary points. The action of SO(2, d) induces conformal transformations
on the boundary of AdSd+1. It therefore makes sense to associate an asymptotic symmetry
with any asymptotically AdSd+1 space-time, and this symmetry is precisely SO(2, d). The
group SO(2, d) then transforms the form of the boundary conditions (5.2) into itself.
More mathematically, the asymptotic symmetry may be viewed as the quotient of the
group of all diffeomorphisms Diff(M) ofM by the group Diff∞(M) of all diffeomorphisms that
leave the asymptotic conditions (5.2) invariant. Thus one has Diff(M)/Diff∞(M) = SO(2, d).
When the boundary of a connected locally asymptotically AdSd+1 manifold counts sev-
eral disconnected components, the asymptotic symmetry algebra remains a single copy of
SO(2, d). This follows from the fact that the imposition of asymptotic boundary conditions
on the Killing vectors on one boundary component fixes the Killing vectors completely on
all other boundary components.
Extending the concept of asymptotic symmetry to include supersymmetry [76] is achieved
by collecting Killing vectors and Killing spinors, and considering the superalgebra of their
asymptotic actions on the various fields on the manifold, such as the metric. In this way, the
asymptotic symmetry of an asymptotically AdS5 × S5 manifold in Type IIB theory, and of
asymptotically AdS7×S4 and AdS4×S7 manifolds in M-theory are PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4),
and OSp(8|4,R) respectively.
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Global charges, which give a representation of the algebra of global symmetries on the
fields, are defined in terms of the asymptotic behavior of the fields and are insensitive to the
sub-leading behavior in (5.2). As a result, the global charges must span a subalgebra of the
asymptotic symmetry algebra. Thus, any symmetry of an asymptotically AdS5×S5 solution
in Type IIB theory, and of asymptotically AdS7 × S4 and AdS4 × S7 solutions in M-theory
must be a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or OSp(8|4,R) respectively.
Note that the converse of the correspondence does not hold. Namely, it does not follow
from the above arguments that every solution whose symmetry superalgebra H is a subal-
gebra of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4), or OSp(8|4,R), is necessarily respectively asymptotically
AdS5×S5, asymptotically AdS7×S4 or asymptotically AdS4×S7, and indeed, this converse
property does not appear to hold.
5.2 Construction of the space-time Ansatz
Given the maximal bosonic subalgebra Hbos of one of the subalgebras H, the corresponding
space-time Ansatz is generally not unique. It is always possible to restrict, without loss of
generality, the space-time Ansatz so that each component space of the Ansatz consists of a
single orbit of each simple or U(1)-component of Hbos. Families of different orbits may then
be assembled using the remaining free parameters of the Ansatz. For example, the algebra
SO(3) may be realized on either S2, or on S3, since the latter is itself a group manifold,
namely the double cover of SO(3). The realization on S3, however, is a special case of the
realization on S2, as S3 may be viewed as the Hopf bundle over S2. As a result, SO(3) needs
only be realized on S2. Even after this simplification, however, the space-time component in
the Ansatz may not be unique. Below we shall discuss precisely how this happens.
The simple and U(1) components of Hbos that will be needed in our analysis may be
read off from the classification of subalgebras H in (4.18) and (4.23), and their maximal
bosonic subalgebras Hbos in Table 9. They are SO(n + 1) for n = 0, · · · , 7, SO(2, n) for
n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, SU(n + 1) for n = 1, 2, 3 and SU(1, n) for n = 1, 2, 3. (Here, we have used
the coincidences at low rank, listed in Appendix A, to replace the required Sp(2n), Sp(2n,R)
and SO(2n∗) by equivalent algebras in the SO and SU series.) The standard realizations of
these symmetries on corresponding homogeneous spaces are as follows,
SO(n+ 1) Sn = SO(n+ 1)/SO(n)
SO(2, n) AdSn+1 = SO(2, n)/SO(1, n)
SU(n + 1) CPn = SU(n + 1)/S[U(1)× U(n)]
SU(1, n) CHn = SU(1, n)/S[U(1)× U(n)] (5.3)
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Here, CPn is (compact) complex projective space, while CHn is (non-compact) complex
hyperbolic space-time (see for example [81], [82], and especially [83], page 282). Recall that
CPn and CHn for n ≥ 2 are symmetric spaces but, unlike the manifolds Sn and AdSn+1,
they are not maximally symmetric. As a result, CPn and CHn will support only half of the
maximal number of Killing spinors. This forces the dilaton to be constant, and the axion
and 3-form field strengths to vanish for the corresponding supergravity solutions.
Several of these low-rank algebras admit, however, several equivalent and inequivalent
realizations, which we shall now discuss. The algebra SO(4) = SO(3) ⊕ SO(3) may be
realized on either S3, or on S2 × S2, and these cases need to be considered separately, as
they are inequivalent. Analogously, SO(2, 2) = SO(1, 2) ⊕ SO(1, 2) could in principle be
realized in two inequivalent ways as well, namely on AdS3 or on AdS2 × AdS2. Unlike its
compact counterpart, AdS2×AdS2 cannot correspond to a physically acceptable space-time
manifold, and will therefore be excluded from consideration.
The realization of SO(5) = Sp(4) on S4 is unique, since we have S4 = Sp(4)/[Sp(2) ×
Sp(2)]. The realization of SO(6) = SU(4) may be either on S5 or on CP3. However, in the
case of Type IIB supergravity, CP3 produces a space that is not asymptotically AdS5 × S5,
and is therefore to be excluded. In the case of M-theory, CP3 is allowed for solutions
asymptotic to AdS4 × S7, but not to AdS7 × S4. Similarly, its hyperbolic counterpart may
be used for solutions asymptotic to AdS7 × S4, but not to AdS4 × S7.
Similarly, SU(3) can in principle be realized on the space SU(3)/SO(3) instead of CP2.
The space SU(3)/SO(3) is a 5-dimensional compact manifold which is topologically and
metrically different from S5, and can not lead to a solution which is asymptotic to AdS5×S5.
The manifold SU(1, 2)/SO(1, 2) is 5-dimensional with signature (+ + − − −) and is thus
not a viable candidate either. The space SU(4)/SO(4), having dimension 9, is excluded
on dimensional grounds. Finally, space-times which contain the products CP2 × S1 and
CH2 × S1 may be warped into S5 and AdS5 respectively, so that the corresponding full
space-time can be asymptotic to AdS5 × S5.
5.3 Half-BPS solutions in Type IIB supergravity
For half-BPS solutions asymptotic to AdS5 × S5 in Type IIB, the relevant superalgebra is
PSU(2, 2|4). In Table 10 we list all simple and direct sum subalgebras H with 16 fermionic
generators of PSU(2, 2|4), their maximal bosonic subalgebra Hbos, the corresponding Ansatz
for the space-time manifold of the solution, as derived in subsection 5.2, and in the last
column entitled “brane” we list the corresponding intersecting and probe brane cases of
Tables 1 and 2. In each case, there is a base space of parameters which has either Euclidean
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case H Hbos space-time Ansatz brane
I SU(2|4) SO(3)⊕ SO(6) ⊕ SO(2) M2×S2×S5×S1
I∗ SU(2|4) ⊕ SU(2) SO(4)⊕ SO(6) ⊕ SO(2) M1×S3×S5×S1
II SU(1, 1|4) SO(2, 1) ⊕ SO(6) ⊕ SO(2) AdS2×S5×S1×Σ2
II∗ SU(1, 1|4) ⊕ SU(1, 1) SO(2, 2) ⊕ SO(6) ⊕ SO(2) AdS3×S5×S1×Σ1 4
III SU(2, 2|2) SO(2, 4) ⊕ SO(3) ⊕ SO(2) AdS5×S2×S1×Σ2
III∗ SU(2, 2|2) ⊕ SU(2) SO(2, 4) ⊕ SO(4) ⊕ SO(2) AdS5×S3×S1×Σ1 6
IV OSp(4∗|4) SO(2, 1) ⊕ SO(3) ⊕ SO(5) AdS2×S2×S4×Σ2 1,2
Va OSp(4|4,R) SO(2, 3) ⊕ SO(3)2 AdS4×S2×S2×Σ2 5
Vb OSp(4|4,R) SO(2, 3) ⊕ SO(4) AdS4×S3×Σ3
VIa PSU(2|2)2 ⊕R SO(4)⊕ SO(4)⊕R M3×R×S3×S3
VIb PSU(2|2)2 ⊕R SO(4)⊕ SO(3)2 ⊕R M2×R×S3×S2×S2
VIIa PSU(1, 1|2)2 ⊕ U(1) SO(2, 2) ⊕ SO(4) ⊕ SO(2) AdS3×S3×S1×Σ3 3
VIIb PSU(1, 1|2)2 ⊕ U(1) SO(2, 2)⊕SO(3)2⊕SO(2) AdS3×S2×S2×S1×Σ2
VIII SU(2|3) ⊕ SU(2|1) SU(3)⊕ SO(3)2 ⊕ SO(2)2 M1×CP2×S3×S1×S1
IX SU(1, 1|3)⊕SU(1, 1|1) SO(2, 2)⊕SU(3)⊕SO(2)2 AdS3×CP2×S1×S1×Σ1
X SU(1, 2|2) ⊕ SU(1|2) SU(1, 2)⊕SU(2)2⊕SO(2)2 M1×CH2×S3×S1×S1
Table 10: Subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4) with 16 fermionic generators
or Minkowski signature and over which the products of the symmetric spaces are fibered.
The Euclidean base spaces of dimension d are denoted by Σd, while the Minkowski ones are
denoted by Md.
The superalgebra H is a maximal subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4) for cases I∗, II∗, III∗, IV,
Va, Vb, VIII, IX, and X. Cases I, II, and III may be obtained from cases I∗, II∗, III∗ by
removing their respective purely bosonic invariant subalgebras SU(2), SU(1, 1), and SU(2).
The space of solutions for cases I∗, II∗, III∗ forms a sub-family (with enhanced purely bosonic
symmetries) of the space of solutions for cases I, II, and III, respectively. Note that it is
possible as well to have solutions with partially enhanced bosonic symmetry, associated with
a non-trivial subalgebra of the corresponding purely bosonic algebra. For SU(2), we can
have a U(1) subalgebra, while for SU(1, 1), the subalgebra can be U(1), SO(1, 1) or even
the 2-dimensional algebra consisting of a boost and a translation.
Cases VIa, VIb, and cases VIIa, VIIb have Abelian purely bosonic invariant subalgebras,
and are listed in Table 10 with one factor of R or U(1) respectively. This factor is not
required by the mandate of 16 supersymmetries, and could be dropped, resulting in less
bosonic symmetry for the space-time Ansatz and corresponding solutions. On the other
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hand, solutions could exist with an extra factor of R or U(1), since the maximal subalgebras
of PSU(2, 2|4) contain two factors of R or U(1) respectively.
Several of the cases in Table 10 correspond to existing families of known fully back-
reacted half-BPS solutions in Type IIB supergravity. For other cases, where no non-trivial
solutions are known yet, the knowledge of a suitable superalgebra H will lead us to suggest
the existence of new families of half-BPS solutions. We shall discuss each case in turn below.
• Cases I and I∗: The exact supergravity solutions for case I are discussed in [5, 84, 85, 86].
They are dual to local gauge invariant half-BPS operators in N = 4 super-Yang-Mills.
Case I∗ would correspond to a sub-family of solutions with enhanced bosonic symmetry;
it is not known whether any such non-trivial solutions exist.
• Cases II and II∗: No non-trivial solutions are known to exist for either case. The
bosonic symmetries and space-time Ansatz of case II∗ precisely match those of the
D7/D3 intersection case 4 in Table 1, and corresponding D7 probe case 4 of Table 2.
A more detailed discussion is postponed until subsection 5.4.
• Cases III and III∗: No non-trivial solutions are known to exist for either case, but these
cases are presently under investigation in [87]. The bosonic symmetries and space-time
Ansatz of case III∗ precisely match those of the D7/D3 intersection case 6 in Table 1,
and corresponding D7 probe case 6 of Table 2. A more detailed discussion is postponed
until subsection 5.4.
• Case IV: This case corresponds to holographic duals of supersymmetric Wilson loops
[88, 47], and is associated with the intersecting brane and probe brane cases 1, and 2 in
Tables 1 and 2. The fully back-reacted supergravity solutions were obtained exactly in
[9], following earlier work in [52, 53]. Applications to Wilson loops at strong coupling
in the CFT is discussed in [54].
• Case V: Case Va corresponds to the holographic duals of 2+1 dimensional defects, and
is associated with the intersecting brane and probe brane case 5 of Tables 1 and 2.
The fully back-reacted supergravity solutions were obtained exactly in [7, 8], following
earlier work in [56]. No non-trivial solutions are known for Case Vb; since there is an
AdS4 factor, such solutions should be dual to an interface or defect.
• Case VI: Case VIa is the “bubbling AdS” solution of [5], which is dual to local half-
BPS operators. No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known to exist
to Case VIb. (Note that the supergroup can in principle be realized on the space
M2×S2×S2×S2×S2, but this space cannot be asymptotic to AdS5 × S5.)
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• Case VII: Case VIIa corresponds to the holographic dual of half-BPS surface operators,
and is associated with the intersecting brane and probe brane case 3 of Tables 1 and
2. The solutions have been discussed recently in [33, 34]. No non-trivial half-BPS
supergravity solutions are known to exist to Case VIIb. (Type IIB solutions with an
AdS3, but fewer than 16 supersymmetries, have been studied in [89] and [90].)
• Cases VIII, IX, and X: No supergravity solutions for these cases are presently known.
If solutions exist, they will be qualitatively different from those of the other cases of
Table 10. Since the spaces CP2 or CH2, which appear in their space-time Ansa¨tze,
support only half the maximal number of Killing spinors, the solutions are restricted
to have constant dilaton and axion, and vanishing 3-form field strength. Since the
parameter spaces Σ1 of M1 are only 1-dimensional, the reduced BPS equations may be
too restrictive for solutions to exist. We leave this problem for future work.
A general argument [91], using the AdS/CFT correspondence with local operators, shows7
that the invariance superalgebra H for half-BPS solutions which are genuinely asymptotic
to AdS5 × S5 (and not just locally asymptotic to AdS5 × S5) must have rank strictly less
than the rank 6 of PSU(2, 2|4). The use of this argument leads us to conclude that cases I∗,
II∗, III∗, VIII, IX, and X cannot have solutions that are genuinely asymptotic to AdS5×S5,
though there appears to be no obstruction to the existence of locally asymptotic solutions.
The argument also clarifies the natural occurrence in cases VIa, VIb of one factor of R
(which gives rank(H)=5), but not of two factors of R, since such solutions would correspond
to rank 6. A similar clarification emerges for the U(1) factors of cases VIIa, and VIIb.
5.4 On the existence of fully back-reacted D7 brane solutions
Cases related to D7 branes in Type IIB appear to be especially intricate, and we shall devote
the present subsection to an analysis of their existence. This concerns the intersections of
D3 and D7 branes denoted as cases 4 and 6 in Table 1, and the related probe D7 brane cases
4 and 6 in Table 2. Case 6 is especially interesting since probe D7 branes may be used to
introduce flavor into the AdS/CFT correspondence [50].
On the one hand, the nature of near-horizon limits of 1+1- or 3+1-dimensional inter-
sections of D7 branes with D3 branes, or of D7 branes viewed as probes in the AdS5 × S5
background provides evidence for the existence of corresponding half-BPS solutions. Case
4 in Table 1 corresponds to a 1+1-dimensional intersection of D7 branes and D3 branes.
7We are grateful to Shahin Sheikh-Jabbari for sharing this argument [91], and agreeing to its use here.
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The enhancement of the symmetries in the near-horizon limit, as well as the symmetry
of the probe D7 brane of case 4 in Table 2, suggest a solution with bosonic symmetry
SO(2, 2)⊕SO(6)⊕SO(2). Case 6 in Table 2 corresponds to a 3+1-dimensional intersection
of D7 branes and D3 branes, and similarly suggests the existence of a solution with bosonic
symmetry SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2). On the other hand, D7 branes produce flavor multi-
plets in the fundamental representation of the gauge group in the dual CFT, which produce
a non-vanishing renormalization group β-function, break scaling and conformal invariance,
and thus vitiate solutions with AdS3 or AdS5 factors on the gravity side. Arguments have
indeed been presented in [15, 16, 17] (following earlier work on D7 branes in [18, 19]) that
no such fully back-reacted solutions corresponding to D7 branes should exist.
Our superalgebra analysis has revealed the existence of case II∗ and case III∗ in Table
10, whose global bosonic symmetries, supersymmetries, and space-time structure all exactly
match those suggested by D7 probe or D7/D3 intersecting brane analysis. The superalgebra,
bosonic subalgebra, and space-time Ansatz for these cases are given as follows,
II∗ SU(1, 1|4)⊕ SU(1, 1) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2) AdS3×S5×S1×Σ1
III∗ SU(2, 2|2)⊕ SU(2) SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(2) AdS5×S3×S1×Σ1
Both superalgebras above are subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), suggesting that fully back-reacted
half-BPS solutions for the near-horizon limit of D7/D3 branes can exist.
Closer analysis of the superalgebra story reveals a further layer of subtlety. Both subalge-
bras above are not “minimal”, but possess purely bosonic invariant subalgebras (respectively
SU(1, 1) and SO(3)), which are not required by the mandate of 16 supersymmetries. Their
removal leads to corresponding “general cases”, namely II and III of Table 10,
II SU(1, 1|4) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2) AdS2×S5×S1×Σ2
III SU(2, 2|2) SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(2) AdS5×S2×S1×Σ2
for which, based on superalgebra arguments alone, solutions should exist. Fully back-reacted
half-BPS solutions for the near-horizon limit of D7/D3 branes would then have to emerge
as a sub-family of solutions with enhanced bosonic symmetry. It is unclear whether such
bosonic enhancement is fully consistent.
A further subtlety for case II∗, is that the bosonic invariant Lie subalgebra SU(1, 1) is
part of the isometry algebra of AdS3, and thus part of the conformal algebra of the CFT dual.
Removing this factor will destroy part of the conformal symmetry. Also, the superconformal
algebra of case II∗ is realized in a left-right asymmetric (or heterotic) way, with right-movers
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carrying all of the 16 supersymmetries. In the full string theory sigma model, this asymmetry
will produce anomalies, and they in turn may destroy the solution at the string theory level.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence that cases II∗ and III∗ cannot support half-BPS
solutions with genuine asymptotic AdS5×S5 behavior result from applying the arguments of
[91] (see the last paragraph of section 5.3). The Lie superalgebras H corresponding to cases
II∗ and III∗ both have rank 6, which is not allowed for genuine AdS5×S5 asymptotics by the
arguments of [91]. The only way to lower the rank is to remove completely the corresponding
purely bosonic invariant subalgebra, thus lowering the symmetries to those of cases II and
III respectively. But in doing so, the removal of the bosonic invariant subalgebra vitiates
the existence of the corresponding fully back-reacted near-horizon D7 brane solutions. For
case III, the search for solutions is presently being carried out in [87].
5.5 Half-BPS solutions in M-theory
The space-time Ansa¨tze in M-theory are constructed in a similar manner to those of Type
IIB supergravity discussed in section 5.2. The symmetries of the AdS7 × S4 space-time are
encoded in the superalgebra of OSp(8∗|4). The simple and direct sum subalgebras with 16
fermionic generators were derived in Section 4 and are listed in Table 11. The notation is
the same as in the previous section dealing with the Type IIB case.
case H Hbos space-time Ansatz brane
I OSp(8∗|2) SO(2, 6) ⊕ SO(3) AdS7×S2×Σ2
I∗ OSp(8∗|2)⊕ Sp(2) SO(2, 6) ⊕ SO(4) AdS7×S3×Σ1
II OSp(4∗|4) SO(2, 1) ⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5) AdS2×S2×S4×Σ3
II∗ OSp(4∗|4)⊕ SO(4∗) SO(2, 2) ⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(5) AdS3×S3×S4×Σ1
IIIa SU(4|2) SO(6)⊕ SO(3) ⊕ SO(2) M3×S5×S2×S1
IIIb SU(1, 3|2) SU(1, 3) ⊕ SO(3) ⊕ SO(2) M2×CH3×S2×S1
IIIc SU(2, 2|2) SO(2, 4) ⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(2) AdS5×S2×S1×Σ3 3
IV OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2) SO(2, 2) ⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4) AdS3×S3×S3×Σ2 1,2,5
V OSp(2∗|2)⊕OSp(6∗|2) SU(1, 3) ⊕ SO(4) ⊕ SO(2) M1×CH3×S3×S1
Table 11: Subalgebras of OSp(8∗|4) with 16 fermionic generators.
The symmetries of AdS4×S7 space-time are encoded in the superalgebra of OSp(8|4,R).
Its simple and direct sum subalgebras with 16 fermionic generators are listed in Table 12.
As in the case of Type IIB, there are several cases where corresponding half-BPS solutions
are known. There are also cases, however, where the existence of solutions suggested by
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probe-brane arguments is not backed up by the superalgebra structure. The remaining cases
provide evidence for the existence of new half-BPS solutions in M-theory. We shall now
discuss these cases in turn.
case H Hbos space-time Ansatz brane
VIa SU(4|2) SO(6)⊕SO(3)⊕SO(2) M3×S5×S2×S1
VIb SU(4|2) SO(6)⊕SO(3)⊕SO(2) M2×CP3×S2×S1
VIc SU(4|1, 1) SO(6)⊕SO(1, 2)⊕SO(2) AdS2×S5×S1×Σ3 4
VII OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕SO(4)⊕SO(4) AdS3×S3×S3×Σ2 1,2,5
VIII OSp(4|4,R) SO(4)⊕ SO(2, 3) AdS4×S2×S2×Σ3
VIII∗ OSp(4|4,R) ⊕ SO(4) SO(4)2 ⊕ SO(2, 3) AdS4×S3×S3×Σ1
IX OSp(8|2,R) SO(8)⊕ SO(2, 1) AdS2×S7×Σ2
IX∗ OSp(8|2,R) ⊕ Sp(2,R) SO(8)⊕ SO(2, 2) AdS3×S7×Σ1
X OSp(5|2,R)⊕OSp(3|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕SO(5)⊕SO(3) AdS3×S4×S2×Σ2
XIa OSp(6|2,R)⊕OSp(2|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕SO(6)⊕SO(2) AdS3×S5×S1×Σ2
XIb OSp(6|2,R)⊕OSp(2|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕SO(6)⊕SO(2) AdS3×CP3×S1×Σ1
XII OSp(7|2,R)⊕OSp(1|2,R) SO(2, 2) ⊕ SO(7) AdS3×S6×Σ2
Table 12: Subalgebras of OSp(8|4,R) with 16 fermionic generators
The superalgebra H is amaximal subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4) for cases I∗, II∗, IV, and V, and
of OSp(8|4,R) for cases VII, VIII∗, IX∗, X, XIa, XIb, and XII. Cases I, II, VIII, and IX may
be obtained from cases I∗, II∗, VIII∗, and IX∗ by removing their respective purely bosonic
invariant subalgebras Sp(2), SO(4∗), SO(4), and Sp(2,R). The space of solutions for cases
I∗, II∗, VIII∗, and IX∗ thus form sub-families with enhanced purely bosonic symmetries.
Note solutions may enjoy partial enhancement, associated with a non-trivial subalgebra, for
example of SO(4∗) or SO(4). For cases IIIa, IIIb, IIIc, VIa, VIb, VIc, the subalgebra H is
not maximal, and allows for enhancement by an Abelian U(1) or R algebra.
• Cases I and I∗: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known. These cases
are analogous to Case III of Type IIB in Table 10.
• Cases II and II∗: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known. Solutions
in M-theory with an AdS2-factor have been obtained in [90], but their number of
supersymmetries is fewer than 16.
• Case III: Case IIIa corresponds to the “bubbling AdS” solution of [5], which are dual to
local half-BPS operators in the 6-dimensional CFT. Whether the supergravity solution
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corresponding to case IIIb exists is not known at this point. Case IIIc corresponds to
a four dimensional BPS defect in the 6-dimensional CFT. These solutions should be
related to the ones of case IIIa, but have not been explicitly constructed.
• Case IV corresponds to the half-BPS defect solutions found in [10] which are associated
with two dimensional defects in the six dimensional CFT and from the perspective of
the (0,2) theory are the analog of the Wilson loop operators of Type IIB. This case is
associated with the intersecting brane and probe branes cases 1, 2 of Tables 3 and 4.
• Case V: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known to exist. This case
is analogous to case X of Type IIB in Table 10, and both the fact that the CH3
restricts the supersymmetry and the base space is only one dimensional indicate that
the solution if it exists, will be highly constrained.
• Case VI: Case VIa corresponds to the “bubbling AdS” solutions of [5], which are dual
to local half-BPS operators in the three dimensional CFT associated with the decou-
pling limit of the M2 brane worldvolume theory. Whether the supergravity solution
corresponding to case VIb exists is presently not known. The supergravity solution
corresponding to case VIc was found in [63].
• Case VII: This case also corresponds to the half-BPS defect solutions found in [10]
which are associated with two dimensional defects in the three dimensional CFT, they
are the analog of the half-BPS interface solutions of Type IIB. This case is associated
with the intersecting brane case 2 in Table 3 and the probe brane case 5 in Table 5.
• Cases VIII and VIII∗: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known to
exist. This case is analogous to Case III of Type IIB in Table 10. Its dual interpretation
is a deformation of the M2 brane CFT which preserves conformal symmetry but breaks
half the supersymmetry.
• Cases IX and IX∗: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known to exist.
Progress in this direction has been made, however, in [92]. Solutions in M-theory with
an AdS2-factor have been obtained in [90, 93, 94], but with fewer than 16 supersym-
metries.
• Case X-XII: No non-trivial half-BPS supergravity solutions are known to exist. (So-
lutions in M-theory with an AdS3 factor, but with fewer than 16 supersymmetries,
have been obtained in [95, 96].) Cases X-XII are similar to Case VII as they all have
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an AdS3 factor and a two dimensional base base. They differ by the choice of sphere
factors. If these solutions exist they would be dual to supersymmetric defects in the
M2-brane CFT preserving different R-symmetries.
The general argument of [91], which we have already used for Type IIB solutions in the
last paragraphs of both sections 5.3, and 5.4, applies to M-theory as well. The ranks of both
superalgebras OSp(8∗|4) and OSp(8|4,R) is 6. The argument of [91] implies that solutions
corresponding to superalgebras H whose rank is equal to 6 cannot have genuinely asymptotic
AdS7×S4 or AdS4×S7 behavior, and rules out such solutions for the cases I∗, II∗, IV, V, VII,
VIII∗, IX∗, XIa, and XIb. Of course, solutions which are locally asymptotic to AdS7 × S4
or AdS4 × S7 are allowed to exist. In fact, they are clearly known to exist, since they were
derived, in explicit and exact local form in [10] for cases IV and VII, and in global form in
[65] for case IV .
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6 Conformal superalgebras with 16 supersymmetries
The AdS/CFT correspondence maps the global symmetries of an AdS space-time solution
onto the conformal supersymmetries of the dual CFT, and vice-versa. In particular, for the
maximally supersymmetric case, the superalgebras PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8∗|4) and OSp(8|4,R)
are the symmetry algebras of respectively the AdS5×S5, AdS7×S4, and AdS4×S7 solutions,
but are also the conformal superalgebras of their respective dual CFTs, namely N = 4 SYM,
CFT6, and CFT3. The AdS/CFT map between global symmetries extends to any half-BPS
supergravity solution (as classified in Sections 4 and 5), and any such solution should have a
field theoretic dual with matching symmetry. The dual field theory can be a genuine CFT,
or it can exhibit renormalization group flow behavior. In the first case, the symmetry of the
half-BPS solution will translate to a superconformal symmetry on the CFT side. All possible
superconformal symmetries in arbitrary space-time dimensions have been classified in [23]
in terms of conformal superalgebras C. A conformal superalgebra C in space-dimension d is
such that its maximal bosonic subalgebra has a factor of the conformal algebra SO(2, d).
In this section, we shall review the classification of conformal superalgebras in [23], and
derive its implications for the half-BPS case. In particular, we shall show that all of the solu-
tions whose existence was advocated in Section 5 should have genuine CFT duals, although
some solutions will be dual to the somewhat special case of “0-dimensional conformal field
theory”. It will be convenient to separate the cases with d ≥ 3, d = 2 and d = 1.
6.1 CFT space-time dimension d ≥ 3
For CFT space-time dimension d larger than 2, Table 13 below lists the possible conformal
superalgebras C with 16 fermionic generators of [23], together with their maximal bosonic
subalgebra Cbos, as a function of d.
Dimension C Cbos Type IIB M-theory
d = 3 OSp(4|4,R) SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(4) Va,Vb VIII, VIII∗
d = 4 SU(2, 2|2) SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(2) III, III∗ IIIc
d = 5 F (4; 2) SO(2, 5)⊕ SL(2,R) none none
d = 6 OSp(8∗|2) SO(2, 6)⊕ SO(3) I, I∗
Table 13: Conformal superalgebras in d ≥ 3 and corresponding cases of Section 5.
In the rightmost two columns of Table 13 we list the cases of Type IIB supergravity and
M-theory solutions of Section 5 on which each conformal superalgebra C may be realized as
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invariance algebra (namely the superalgebra H = C of the classification in Section 5).
For d = 5, the requirement that the superalgebra be conformal forces the unique real
form F (4; 2) of the exceptional superalgebra F (4). The presence, for this real form, of the
extra non-compact algebra SL(2,R) implies that F (4; 2) cannot be realized on AdS6 ×M
with M compact. (One compact option is excluded as follows. The algebra SL(2,R) is, of
course, the isometry of the non-compact Poincare´ upper half plane H2. The quotient of H2
by a hyperbolic Kleinian group produces a compact Riemann surface, but the quotienting
destroys the supersymmetry.) Since no supergravity solution of the form AdS6×M with M
compact exists, we write “none” in Table 13 for this case.
When no corresponding case of Section 5 is available, the relevant entry in either one of
the last two columns in Table 13 is left blank. Table 13 reveals that in d = 6 for the Type
IIB, and in d = 4 for M-theory, no cases of the classification of Section 5 are available, so that
no corresponding half-BPS solutions exist which are asymptotic respectively to AdS5 × S5,
AdS4× S7, or AdS7× S4, and any supergravity solutions corresponding to these cases must
exhibit different asymptotics. On the CFT side, this implies result implies that the dual
CFT cannot be obtained as a deformation of the vacuum via a “sufficiently local operator”
(which is an operator defined to obey cluster decomposition with any set of local operators).
6.2 CFT space-time dimension d = 2
For CFT space-time dimension d = 2, the conformal algebra is not simple, but instead given
by SO(2, 2) = SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(1, 2). As a result, the corresponding conformal superalgebras
C with 16 fermionic generators are direct sums of a left superalgebra CL, and a right superal-
gebra CR. As is well-known, these finite-dimensional conformal and superconformal algebras
for d = 2 are enhanced to their full infinite-dimensional counterparts [23], with corresponding
infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry of the associated supergravity solutions [76].
CL,R CL,Rbos # fermions
OSp(m|2,R) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(m) 2m
OSp(4∗|2m) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ Sp(2n) 8m
SU(1, 1|m) SO(2, 1)⊕ SU(m)⊕ SO(2) 4m
G(3; 0) SO(2, 1)⊕G2 14
F (4; 0) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(7) 16
D(2, 1; c; 0) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(4) 8
Table 14: Conformal superalgebra factors for d = 2
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We begin by recalling, in Table 14, the classification of the conformal superalgebras of
[23] for d = 2, with arbitrary number of fermionic generators. The most general d = 2
finite-dimensional conformal superalgebra C is given by a direct sum C = CL⊕CR, with both
CL and CR selected from Table 14 so that the total number of fermionic generators is 16.
Note that CL and CR may differ from one another in this construction, as they indeed do
for the first seven cases in Table 15. One might refer to these cases as “heterotic”, since CL
and CR act on left-moving and right-moving degrees of freedom on the boundary CFT. Note
that we find cases where both CL and CR are superalgebras, such as case II∗ in M-theory, as
well as other cases, like II∗ in Type IIB, where CR is the a purely bosonic algebra.
In Table 15, we lists conformal superalgebras C, together with their maximal bosonic
subalgebras Cbos, for which there exists at least one corresponding case of half-BPS solutions
in Section 5, either for Type IIB or for M-theory. The corresponding cases are indicated in
the rightmost two columns of Table 15. Blank entries signify again that any supergravity
half-BPS solutions must have asymptotics different from the respective maximally super-
symmetric space-times, and that no such solutions are known at present.
C = CL ⊕ CR Cbos Type IIB M-theory
SU(1, 1|4)⊕ SU(1, 1) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2) II∗
SU(1, 1|3)⊕ SU(1, 1|1) SO(2, 2)⊕ SU(3)⊕ SO(2)2 IX
OSp(4∗|4)⊕ SO(4∗) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ Sp(4) II∗
OSp(5|2,R)⊕OSp(3|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(5)⊕ SO(3) X
OSp(6|2,R)⊕OSp(2|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2) XIa,XIb
OSp(7|2,R)⊕OSp(1|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(7) XII
OSp(8|2,R)⊕ Sp(2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(8) IX∗
PSU(1, 1|2)⊕ PSU(1, 1|2) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(3) VIIa,VIIb
OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4) VII
OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4) IV
D(2, 1; c)⊕D(2, 1; c) SO(2, 2)⊕ SO(4)⊕ SO(4) Sect. 7.2
Table 15: Conformal superalgebras in d = 2 with corresponding cases of Section 5.
On the last line of Table 15, c is an arbitrary real non-vanishing parameter. The case
c = −2,−1/2 coincides with the first line of Table 15, since D(2, 1; c; 0) = OSp(4∗|2) for
these values of c, while the case c = 1 coincides with the second line in Table 15, since
D(2, 1; 1; 0) = OSp(4|2,R). The cases c 6= 1,−2,−1/2 in M-theory correspond to known
solutions [20, 10], which will be discussed in detail in Section 7.2.
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The remaining conformal superalgebras C = CL ⊕ CR with 16 fermionic generators are,
PSU(1, 1|2) ⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) OSp(4|2,R) ⊕ PSU(1, 1|2) OSp(4|2,R) ⊕OSp(4∗|2)
OSp(4|2,R) ⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) OSp(2|2,R) ⊕ SU(1, 1|3) OSp(1|2,R) ⊕G(3; 0)
OSp(4∗|2)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) OSp(4∗|2)⊕ PSU(1, 1|2) SO(2, 1) ⊕ F (4; 0) (6.1)
There are no known corresponding cases of Section 5, so that any CFTs with these sym-
metries cannot be obtained from the maximally supersymmetric ones by the insertion of a
“sufficiently local operator”.
6.3 CFT space-time dimension d = 1
Table 16 lists the possible conformal superalgebras for d = 1 of [23], together with their
maximal bosonic subalgebras, and the AdS-dual cases, if any, they correspond to.
C Cbos IIB case M case
OSp(8|2,R) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(8) IX
OSp(4∗|4) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(3)⊕ SO(5) IV II
SU(1, 1|4) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(6)⊕ SO(2) II VIc
F (4) SO(2, 1)⊕ SO(7)
Table 16: Conformal superalgebras in d = 1 with corresponding cases of Section 5.
6.4 CFT in dimension 0
Cases I, I∗, VIa, VIb, and VIII and X of Type IIB in Table 10, and cases IIIa, IIIb, V, VIa, and
VIb of M-theory in Tables 11 and 12, may be interpreted as corresponding to 0-dimensional
conformal field theory. The factorMd then contains the Minkowski signature time-direction.
The solutions may be time-independent such as in [5], or become cosmological type solutions
in view of time-dependent warping.
6.5 Examples from N = 4 SYM/Type IIB duality
As discussed in Section 2, the superconformal symmetry of a CFT can be reduced by the
presence of operators of varying worldvolume dimension, including local operators, Wilson
loops, and operators associated with defects, interfaces, and domain walls. An operator of
worldvolume dimension d is expected to preserve the conformal algebra SO(2, d), associated
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with the conformal transformations which leave the operator invariant. For half-BPS opera-
tors, the symmetry algebra has to contain 16 fermionic generators and form a superalgebra.
Perturbing the CFT by any such operator will cause a deformation of the dual supergravity
solution, with an associated reduction of the invariance superalgebra to a subalgebra H. A
CFT with conformal superalgebra H which is a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4) should be a de-
formation of N = 4 SYM by the insertion of some “sufficiently local operator”. (Similarly a
CFT with conformal superalgebra H which is a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4), OSp(8|4, R) should
be a deformation of CFT6, and CFT3 respectively.)
For a conformal superalgebra H which is not a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), the AdS/CFT
correspondence predicts that no CFT deformation of N = 4 SYM exists which can break
PSU(2, 2|4) down to H. This is because the dual AdS solution would then have to be
locally asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, which in turn would contradict the results of Sections 4
and 5. While supergravity solutions with these symmetries may exist, they cannot be locally
asymptotically AdS5 × S5. One immediate result from the below analysis is that there are
no deformations of N = 4 SYM which yield a CFT of dimension greater than 4.
The known half-BPS operators in N = 4 SYM provide the following examples,
• PSU(2|2)⊕ PSU(2|2)⊕R corresponds to deformations of N = 4 SYM by local half-
BPS operators. In [6] it was argued that the PSU(2|2) ⊕ PSU(2|2) ⊕ R half-BPS
sector of N = 4 SYM can be described by the quantum mechanics of a system of
fermions, which can be though of as a zero dimensional conformal field theory. In [5],
it was shown that the dual geometries can be described in the same manner.
• OSp(4∗|4) corresponds to deformations of N = 4 SYM by half-BPS Wilson loop op-
erators. In [47], it was argued that such operators are described by coupling a 1-
dimensional defect action to N = 4 SYM. The authors essentially then reduced the
problem to the 1-dimensional field theory of a fermion.
• OSp(4|4,R) corresponds to the interface/defect CFTs discussed in [35, 48, 37, 38]. The
3-dimensional behavior is the most explicit in [37] where the CFT is constructed from
three dimensional superfields and so the set of such field theories is governed by the
space of three dimensional conformal SYM theories. The fourth direction is introduced
as a gauge theory direction. The M-theory CFT has not been studied yet, although a
three dimensional CFT is expected to exist.
• SU(2, 2|2) corresponds to coupling N = 4 SYM to additional hyper-multiplets [48,
50]. This corresponds to introducing flavor into the AdS/CFT correspondence. The
resulting CFT is 4-dimensional.
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7 Discussion
In this section, we shall discuss two further issues which are directly related to the corre-
spondence between Lie superalgebras and half-BPS supergravity solutions. The first is an
analysis of when the 16 supersymmetries of a half-BPS solution may be enhanced. The
second is an analysis of the family of M-theory solutions of [10] in the context of the Lie
superalgebra – half-BPS supergravity solution correspondence.
7.1 Enhanced supersymmetries
On the one hand, all Type IIB and M-theory supergravity solutions with the maximal number
of 32 supersymmetries are known to be given by the solutions AdS5 × S5, AdS4 × S7,
and AdS7 × S4, with their associated invariance superalgebras respectively PSU(2, 2|4),
OSp(8|4,R) and OSp(8∗|4). On the other hand, we have classified in this paper all possible
basic Lie superalgebras which are subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8|4,R) and OSp(8∗|4)
with 16 fermionic generators, and argued that these provide a classification for half-BPS
supergravity solutions asymptotic to AdS5 × S5, AdS4 × S7, and AdS7 × S4 respectively.
Finally, we know that any solution which has 28 supersymmetries or more will automatically
have the maximal number of 32 supersymmetries [4].
Taken together, the above results raise the question as to whether any of the half-BPS
solutions advocated in this paper may actually exhibit enhanced supersymmetry, and possess
a number of supersymmetry generators larger than 16, but smaller than 28.
The existence of such solutions within a family of half-BPS solutions with invariance
superalgebra H will require the existence of a superalgebra H∗ which is contained in the
corresponding superalgebra with maximal symmetry, and obeys H ⊂ H∗. This condition is
necessary for the existence of regular supergravity solutions, but we are not guaranteed that
any non-trivial such solutions will exist.
It is straightforward to classify all such possible basic Lie superalgebras H∗; remarkably,
they are all simple superalgebras (i.e. they involve no non-trivial direct sums). The result
is given in Table 17.
Note that there may exist subalgebras of PSU(2, 2|4), OSp(8|4,R), or OSp(8∗|4), with
more than 16 fermionic generators, but which do not contain a basic Lie superalgebra (or
direct sum thereof) with 16 fermionic generators. For example, we have the embedding
SU(1, 2|3) ⊂ PSU(2, 2|4), but SU(1, 2|3) has no direct sum of basic Lie subalgebra with 16
fermionic generators. As a result, we do not expect SU(1, 2|3) to show up as an enhanced
symmetry of a half-BPS solution, and the corresponding case is omitted from Table 17.
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H H∗ G H∗bos space-time
SU(2, 2|2) SU(2, 2|3) PSU(2, 2|4) SO(2, 4)⊕ U(3) AdS5 × CP2 × S1
SU(2|4) SU(1, 2|4) PSU(2, 2|4) SU(1, 2)⊕ U(4) CH2 × S5 × S1
OSp(4∗|4) OSp(6∗|4) OSp(8∗|4) SU(1, 3)⊕ SO(5) M1 × CH3 × S4
OSp(4|4,R) OSp(5|4,R) OSp(8|4,R) SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(5) AdS4 × S4 × Σ3
OSp(4|4,R) OSp(6|4,R) OSp(8|4,R) SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(6) AdS4 × S5 × Σ2
OSp(4|4,R) OSp(6|4,R) OSp(8|4,R) SO(2, 3)⊕ SO(6) AdS4 × CP3 × Σ1
Table 17: Lie superalgebras and associated space-times for enhanced half-BPS solutions
The case on the fourth line in Table 17 with H∗ = OSp(5|4,R) has 20 fermionic gen-
erators, while all other cases have 24; they will correspond to supergravity solutions with
respectively 20 and 24 supersymmetries (the latter being so-called three-quarter-BPS). Note
that also OSp(7|4,R) is a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R), but is has 28 supersymmetries, and
will always lead to solutions invariant under the full OSp(8|4,R) by [4].
The space-time forms on the first two lines involve genuine direct products of the com-
ponents, as the total dimension 10 leaves no room for any extra free parameters. To recover
the Minkowski metric, the S1 component of the second line must be the time direction,
and the solutions will have closed time-like curves. The space-times on the last four lines
in Table 17 are generally warped over the parameter spaces M1,Σ1, Σ2 and Σ3. The case
of the last line of Table 17 is related to the well-known AdS4 × CP3 solution to Type IIA
supergravity [97], which has risen to prominence recently in view of its importance to the
AdS4/CFT3 correspondence with maximal supersymmetry (see for example [60, 98]). In
the AdS4 × CP3 solution to Type IIA supergravity, the product is direct, and no warping
occurs. The relation with M-theory thus involves choosing Σ1 to be simply S
1, and carrying
out standard Kaluza-Klein reduction of M-theory on S1 to Type IIA supergravity. It is an
interesting question as to whether other such solutions exist as well, including those with
actual warped products.
7.2 Symmetries of the exact M-theory solutions
The half BPS-solutions on AdS3 × S3 × S3, either as a direct product with a flat Euclidean
surface E2 of [20] (see also [21, 22]), or warped over a Riemann surface Σ of [10], actually
consist of families of solutions indexed by a real parameter c. These families provide a
beautiful illustration of the interplay between boundary asymptotic behavior of half-solutions
and their superalgebra invariance, which we shall bring to the fore in this subsection.
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To show how the parameter c emerges, we exhibit the metric of the solutions of [10],
ds2 =
f˜ 21
c21
ds2AdS3 +
f˜ 22
c22
ds2S3 +
f˜ 23
c23
ds2S3 + ds
2
Σ (7.1)
Here, ds2AdS3 and ds
2
S3 stand for the invariant metrics on the corresponding spaces, normalized
to unit radius. The metric factors f˜i, as well as all the other supergravity fields of the solution,
may be expressed in terms of the supersymmetry parameters ε (or Killing spinors) of the
solution (see Appendix D for the detailed relations).
The parameters ci, for i = 1, 2, 3, are real. As a result of the BPS equations they must be
constant, and subject to the relation, c1+ c2+ c3 = 0. Since a common multiplicative factor
in the ci corresponds to an overall scale of the solution, there remains only a single intrinsic
combination of the ci, which we may take to be c = c2/c3. All the supergravity fields have
a non-trivial dependence on c.
In Appendix D, it will be shown that the invariance superalgebra of any solution of
[10] is D(2, 1; c; 0) ⊕ D(2, 1; c; 0) for any arbitrary value of c 6= 0. Here, D(2; 1; c; 0) is
the real form of the exceptional superalgebra D(2, 1; c) whose maximal bosonic subalgebra
is SO(1, 2) ⊕ SO(4) (see Section 4.2). For general values of c, the supergravity solutions
involve a factor of AdS3, and are thus dual to a 1+1-dimensional CFT. For each value of c,
the superalgebra D(2, 1; c; 0)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) indeed corresponds to one of the superconformal
algebras allowed in 1+1 dimensions in the classification of [23].
The dual 1+1-dimensional CFT may be enlarged, however, to a defect/interface CFT in
2+1 dimensions for c = 1, and to a 2-dimensional surface operator CFT in 5+1 dimensions
for c = −2,−1/2. The corresponding supergravity solutions are precisely those discussed
in the second bullet point of Section 3.6; they are summarized in Table 7.2, and associated
parameter diagram in Figure 7.2. [Erratum: some of the superalgebras of the corresponding
figure in the JHEP version of [10] were labeled incorrectly, and have been corrected here.]
case c includes superalgebra of solution maximal superalgebra
c2 = c3 1 AdS4 × S7 OSp(4|2,R)× OSp(4|2,R) OSp(8|4,R)
c3 = c1 −2 AdS7 × S4 OSp(4∗|2)× OSp(4∗|2) OSp(8∗|4)
c1 = c2 −1/2 AdS7 × S4 OSp(4∗|2)× OSp(4∗|2) OSp(8∗|4)
Table 18: M-theory solutions asymptotic toAdS4 × S7 or AdS7 × S4.
This may be seen as follows. Since the ci are constants, they are determined by the
asymptotic behavior of the solution. We have the following special cases.
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Figure 1: The space of parameters c1, c2, c3 and corresponding limiting superalgebras.
• For c = 1, the solutions are asymptotic to AdS4×S7, and their invariance superalgebra
is OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R), which coincides with D(2, 1; c; 0)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) for c = 1
(see Section 4.2), and is indeed contained in OSp(8|4,R).
• For c = −2,−1/2, the solutions are asymptotic to AdS7 × S4, and their invariance
superalgebra is OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2), which coincides with D(2, 1; c; 0)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0)
for c = −2,−1/2 (see Section 4.2), and is indeed contained in OSp(8∗|4).
• For c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, the solutions are asymptotic to neither AdS4×S7 nor AdS7×S4.
It will be shown in Appendix C that, correspondingly, the superalgebra of the solutions
D(2, 1; c; 0)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) is then a subalgebra of neither OSp(8|4,R) nor OSp(8∗|4).
For each value of c, there exists a special solution for which f˜1 = f˜2 = f˜3 = 1, and the
metric ds2Σ is flat Euclidean [20]. For these solutions, the product AdS3×S3×S3×Σ is not
warped over Σ, so that the space-time geometry is genuinely a direct product of these factors.
The asymptotic behavior of the solution is that of AdS3, and is dual to a 1+1-dimensional
CFT. It would appear that this AdS3 solution cannot be extended to be dual to an interface
or surface operator, unlike for the case of c = 1,−2,−1/2. It was shown in [21, 22] that
these special solutions are invariant under D(2, 1; c; 0)⊕D(2, 1; c; 0) for all values of c.
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A Lie algebras, real forms, coincidences at low rank
In this section, we shall briefly review the definitions of the classical complex Lie algebras,
their real forms, various useful intersection and inclusion relations, and we shall give a
summary of their coincidences at low rank (see for example [81]). The starting point for
the definitions of the ordinary Lie algebras is SL(m,C), which consists of m ×m traceless
matrices with complex entries. We have the following complex Lie algebras,
SO(m,C) ≡ {A ∈ SL(m,C), At + A = 0}
Sp(2m,C) ≡ {A ∈ SL(m,C), AtJ2m + J2mA = 0} (A.1)
and their real forms are as follows,
SU(m,n) ≡ {A ∈ SL(m+ n,C), A†Im,n + Im,nA = 0}
SO(m,n) ≡ {A ∈ SL(m+ n,R), AtIm,n + Im,nA = 0}
Sp(2m, 2n) ≡ Sp(2m+ 2n,C) ∩ SU(2m, 2n)
SO(2m∗) ≡ {A ∈ SO(2m,C), A†J2m + J2mA = 0}
SU(2m∗) ≡ {A ∈ SL(2m,C), AJ2m − J2mA∗ = 0} (A.2)
The matrices Im,n and J2m are defined by,
Im,n =
(
Im 0
0 −In
)
J2m =
(
0 Im
−Im 0
)
(A.3)
and Im is the identity matrix in dimension m. The Lie algebras SU(m) = SU(m, 0),
SO(m) = SO(m, 0), SO(2∗) = SO(2), and Sp(2m) = Sp(2m, 0) correspond to compact
Lie groups; all other cases correspond to non-compact Lie groups.
A.1 Intersections and inclusions
It will be useful to have the following intersection and inclusion relations at our disposal,
SO(2n) ∩ Sp(2n) = U(n)
SO(2n∗) ∩ U(2n) = U(n)
Sp(2n,R) ∩ U(2n) = U(n) (A.4)
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A.2 Coincidences at low rank
Coincidences at low rank of the complex Lie algebras are as follows,
SO(3,C) = SL(2,C) = Sp(2,C)
SO(4,C) = SL(2,C)⊕ SL(2,C)
SO(5,C) = Sp(4,C)
SO(6,C) = SL(4,C) (A.5)
Coincidences at low rank of compact real forms are
SO(3) = SU(2) = Sp(2)
SO(4) = SO(3)⊕ SO(3)
SO(5) = Sp(4)
SO(6) = SU(4) (A.6)
Coincidences at low rank of non-compact real forms are,
SO(1, 2) = SU(1, 1) = Sp(2,R) = SL(2,R)
SO(4∗) = SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(3)
SO(1, 3) = SL(2,C)
SO(2, 2) = SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(1, 2)
SO(1, 4) = Sp(2, 2)
SO(2, 3) = Sp(4,R)
SO(6∗) = SU(1, 3)
SO(1, 5) = SU(4∗)
SO(2, 4) = SU(2, 2)
SO(3, 3) = SL(4,R)
SO(8∗) = SO(2, 6) (A.7)
Proofs of these equalities may be found in [81].
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B Non-exceptional embeddings
A number of cases involve embeddings of real forms of the SU type into real forms of the OSp
type, and vice versa, and are not simply settled by inspection of known subalgebra relations,
or by simple arguments involving their maximal bosonic subalgebras. Some progress on
the remaining cases may be made using Dynkin diagram techniques [99]. Inspection of the
Dynkin diagrams allows one to recognize the regular subalgebras by deleting appropriate
roots such as, for example, in the embedding SL(m|n) ⊂ OSp(2m|2n). Dynkin diagrams
also allow one to obtain some of the singular subalgebras by using the “folding trick” such
as, for example, in the embedding OSp(2m|2n) ⊂ SL(2m|2n). These methods are, however,
generally not sufficient for complete proofs when dealing with the real forms of the Lie
superalgebras. In this section, we shall provide careful proofs of the embeddings of real
forms of the SU type into real forms of the OSp type, and vice versa, using the matrix
representations of these superalgebras of (4.13).
B.1 Maximal SU subalgebras of OSp(2m∗|2n)
We shall show the following maximal subalgebra relations,
SU(p, q|n)⊕ U(1) ⊂ OSp(2m∗|2n) p+ q = m, p, q ≥ 0 (B.1)
We begin by recalling the definition of M ∈ OSp(2m∗|2n):
MstK +KM = 0 K =
(
I2m 0
0 J2n
)
(M∗)stK˜ + K˜M = 0 K˜ =
(
J2m 0
0 I2n
)
(B.2)
The presence of a U(1) factor guarantees that the SU(p, q|n) Lie superalgebra can be realized
as the invariance algebra of a bosonic element T in OSp(2m∗|2n). The embedding of the
SU(n) subalgebra of SU(p, q|n) into the Sp(2n) subalgebra of OSp(2m∗|2n) is unique, and
is produced as the invariance subalgebra of the generator J2n. The SU(p, q) subalgebra of
SO(2m∗) will be obtained as the invariance subalgebra of an as yet undetermined generator
T1 ∈ SO(2m∗). Thus, the SU(p, q|n) is specified by,
[T,M ] = 0 T =
(
T1 0
0 J2n
)
(B.3)
We shall now search for a matrix representation of this SU(p, q|n) by investigating the
simultaneous solution to the conditions of (B.2) and (B.3) on M . To do so, we decompose
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M into blocks,
M =
(
A B
C D
)
(B.4)
where, as usual, A,B,C,D are matrices respectively of dimension 2m×2m, 2m×2n, 2n×2m,
and 2n× 2n. In terms of the blocks A,B,C,D, the first condition of (B.2) becomes,
At + A = 0 B = −CtJ2n
DtJ2n + J2nD = 0 (B.5)
It will be convenient to recast the second condition of (B.2) by using the first condition
of (B.2) to eliminate Mst in favor of M . The combined condition then takes the form
M∗ = K−1K˜MK˜−1K, and decomposes as follows into the block components of M ,
A∗ = −J2mAJ2m B∗ = +J2mBJ2n
D∗ = −J2nDJ2n C∗ = +J2nCJ2m (B.6)
Finally, the condition (B.3) becomes,
[T1, A] = 0 BJ2n − T1B = 0
[J2n, D] = 0 J2nC − CT1 = 0 (B.7)
The combined conditions on the matrix D imply that it is indeed an element of SU(n)⊕U(1).
B.1.1 Solving for the fermionic generators
Next, we analyze the conditions on the fermionic generators, represented by the matri-
ces B and C. Eliminating B in terms of C, using equation B = −CtJ2n of (B.2), gives
C∗ = J2nCJ2m (which is identical to the third equation in (B.3)), and J2nC = −CT t1 . The
remaining independent equations for C are thus,
C∗ = J2nCJ2m
J2nC = +CT1
J2nC = −CT t1 (B.8)
In any embedding of SU(p, q|n) into OSp(2m∗|2n) with p+ q = m, the number of fermionic
generators of SU(p, q|n) is fixed to be 2mn real generators, out of the 4mn real generators
of OSp(2m∗|2n), thus preserving half thereof. As a generator of the algebra OSp(2m∗|2n),
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the matrix C has 4mn real independent generators, so that the second and third equations
of (B.8) must be responsible for precisely halving that number down to 2mn. This condition
forces the matrix T1 to be of maximum rank 2m, and the matrix C to have no non-trivial null
space. The relations of (B.8) then imply further restrictions on T1, which may be obtained
as follows. Eliminating J2nC between the first and second equations, we get C
∗ = CT1J2m.
Iterating this equation, as well as the middle equation above, eliminating J2nC between the
last two equations, and using the fact that C has no non-trivial null space, we derive the
following requirements on T1,
(T1)
2 = −I2m
T1J2mT
∗
1 J2m = +I2m
T t1 = −T1 (B.9)
Note that the second condition is equivalent to J2mT
∗
1 = T1J2m, upon using the first condi-
tion. Any such matrix T1 will support 2mn real fermionic generators.
B.1.2 Solving for the SU(p, q) subalgebra of SO(2m∗)
The remaining conditions on the matrix A, with T1 satisfying (B.9), are given by,
At + A = 0
J2mA
∗ + AJ2m = 0 J2m =
(
0 Im
−Im 0
)
T1A− AT1 = 0 (B.10)
It is standard to solve the first two conditions above combined (see for example [81], p. 446),
in terms of m×m matrices Z1 and Z2,
A =
(
Z1 Z2
−Z∗2 Z∗1
) {
Zt1 = −Z1
Zt2 = Z
∗
2
(B.11)
It is actually more convenient to decompose Z1 and Z2 into real matrices X1, Y1, X2, and Y2,
Z1 = X1 + iY1 X
t
1 = −X1 Y t1 = −Y1
Z2 = X2 + iY2 X
t
2 = +X2 Y
t
2 = −Y2 (B.12)
so that we have
A =
(
X1 X2
−X2 X1
)
+
(
iY1 iY2
iY2 −iY1
)
(B.13)
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The first term on the right hand side is anti-hermitean, while the second is hermitean,
corresponding respectively to the compact and non-compact directions of Lie algebra. Setting
Y1 = Y2 = 0 gives the U(m) subalgebra of SO(2m
∗), which may be realized by demanding
that A commute with T1 = J2m. This value for T1 satisfies all three conditions (B.9),
thereby providing a proof of (B.1) for the special case where pq = 0, namely SU(m|n) ⊂
OSp(2m∗|2n). Note that, in view of the remarks on the (in)equivalence of real forms of
section 4.5, the basis in which T1 takes the form J2m must coincide with the basis used for
the matrix J2m of (B.10).
To prove the subalgebra relations (B.1) for pq 6= 0, we concentrate first on the compact
(i.e. anti-hermitean) part of the maximal bosonic subalgebra. The embedding SU(p, q|n)⊕
U(1) ⊂ OSp(2m∗|2n) with p+q = m, requires the compact subalgebra SU(p)⊕SU(q)⊕U(1)
to be a subalgebra of the compact subalgebra SU(m) on SO(2m∗), whose existence was
established in the preceding paragraph, and whose matrix form corresponds to Y1 = Y2 = 0
in (B.11). The subalgebra SU(p) ⊕ SU(q) ⊕ U(1) may be realized inside SU(m) as the
invariance subalgebra of T1 of the form
T1 =
(
rIp,q sIp,q
−sIp,q rIp,q
)
Ip,q =
(
Ip 0
0 −Iq
)
(B.14)
for any pair of real numbers r, s, not both zero. To satisfy the first and the last conditions
(B.9), we must have r = 0, and s = ±1. The second condition of (B.9) is then automatic.
This proves that the embedding (B.1) exists for all p, q ≥ 0.
It is straightforward to exhibit the fermionic generator content. Parametrizing the 2n×
2m matrix C, which satisfies the condition C∗ = J2nCJ2m of (B.8), in terms of the block
matrices α, β of dimension n×m, gives the following explicit representation for B and C,
B =
(
β† −αt
−α† −βt
)
C =
(
α β
β∗ −α∗
)
(B.15)
The remaining conditions on C of (B.8) restrict the blocks α, β as follows,
α∗ = −αIp,q
β∗ = −βIp,q (B.16)
The number of linearly independent generators adds up to 2mn, as required.
We may also exhibit the realization of the subalgebra SU(p, q)⊕U(1) inside SU(m), by
deriving an explicit parametrization of the solutions to (B.10) for the matrix A in terms of
Z1 and Z2 of (B.11). The requirement [T1, A] = 0 with T1 given by (B.14) is solve by,
Z1 =
(
a1 ib1
−ibt1 c1
)
Z2 =
(
a2 ib2
−ibt2 c2
)
(B.17)
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The dimensions of ai, bi, ci, for i = 1, 2, are respectively p× p, p× q, and q× q. The matrices
ai, bi, ci are real; a1, d1 are anti-symmetric, while a2, d2 are symmetric. Assembling Z1 and
Z2 into the matrix A using (B.11), interchanging the second and third columns of A, and
then interchanging also the second and third rows, gives the following expression,
A ∼


a1 a2 ib1 ib2
−a2 a1 ib2 −ib1
−ibt1 −ibt2 d1 d2
−ibt2 ibt1 −d2 d1

 ∼
(
a1 + ia2 b1 − ib2
bt1 + ib
t
2 c1 + ic2
)
(B.18)
It is immediate that the generators a1 + ia2 and c1 + ic2 are anti-hermitean and correspond
to the SU(p) ⊕ SU(q) ⊕ U(1) subalgebra of SU(p, q) ⊕ U(1), while b1 − ib2 and bt1 + ibt2
correspond to its non-compact directions.
B.2 Maximal SU subalgebras of OSp(2m|2n,R)
We shall show the following maximal embedding relations,
SU(m|p, q)⊕ U(1) ⊂ OSp(2m|2n,R) p+ q = n, p, q ≥ 0 (B.19)
We begin by recalling the definition of M ∈ OSp(2m|2n,R); we have M∗ =M and
MstK +KM = 0 K =
(
I2m 0
0 J2n
)
(B.20)
The presence of a U(1) factor guarantees that the SU(m|p, q) Lie superalgebra can be realized
as the invariance algebra of a bosonic element T in OSp(2m|2n,R). The embedding of the
SU(m) subalgebra of SU(m|p, q) into the SO(2m) subalgebra of OSp(2m|2n,R) is unique,
and is produced as the invariance subalgebra of the generator J2m. The SU(p, q) subalgebra
of Sp(2n) is obtained as the subalgebra of an as yet undetermined generator T2 ∈ Sp(2n,R).
Thus, the SU(m|p, q) Lie superalgebra is specified by,
[T,M ] = 0 T =
(
J2m 0
0 T2
)
(B.21)
We shall now seek a matrix representation by investigating the three simultaneous conditions
of M∗ = M , (B.20) and (B.21). To do so, we decompose M into blocks,
M =
(
A B
C D
)
(B.22)
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with A,B,C,D real matrices of respective dimensions 2m × 2m, 2m × 2n, 2n × 2m, and
2n× 2n. Condition (B.20) requires that
At + A = 0 B = −CtJ2n
DtJ2n + J2nD = 0 (B.23)
Condition (B.21) amounts to
[J2m, A] = 0 BT2 − J2mB = 0
[T2, D] = 0 CJ2m − T2C = 0 (B.24)
The combined conditions on the matrix A imply that A is indeed an element of SU(m)⊕U(1).
B.2.1 Solving for the fermionic generators
Next, we analyze the conditions on the matrices B and C. Eliminating B in terms of C,
using B = −CtJ2n of the last line of (B.23), gives two equations for C,
CJ2m = T2C
C = −J2nT t2J2nCJ2m
= −J2nT t2J2nT2C (B.25)
To have the correct number 2mn of real fermionic generators for the superalgebra SU(m|p, q)
with p+q = n, the matrix T2 must have maximal rank. Iterating the first equation in (B.25),
and using also the last one, we retain the following conditions on T2,
(T2)
2 = −I2n
T t2 = J2nT2J2n (B.26)
The last condition ensures that T2 is of the form of the matrixD, so that T ∈ OSp(2m|2n,R).
B.2.2 Solving for the SU(p, q) subalgebra of Sp(2n,R)
The remaining conditions on the real matrix D are as follows,
DtJ2n + J2nD = 0
[T2, D] = 0 (B.27)
It is standard to solve the first condition in terms of real m×m matrices a, b, c, so that
D =
(
a b
c −at
)
(B.28)
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with bt = b and ct = c, and no symmetry restrictions on a.
Choosing T2 = J2n, and enforcing the second condition in (B.27), gives the further
restriction at = −a and c = −b. The matrix D is now real and anti-symmetric and, using a
standard change of basis, the combination a+ ib then parametrizes the compact subalgebra
SU(n)⊕ U(1). This value of T2 satisfies the conditions of (B.26), thereby providing a proof
of (B.19) for the special case where pq = 0, namely SU(m|p, q) ⊂ OSp(2m|2n,R).
To prove the subalgebra relations (B.19) for general p, q, we use the matrix,
T2 =
(
0 Ip,q
−Ip,q 0
)
(B.29)
T2 clearly satisfies conditions (B.26), and thus will support 2mn real fermionic generators
needed for the SU(m|p, p) subalgebra. It remains to check that T2 indeed gives the correct
real form SU(p, q). The condition [T2, D] = 0 of (B.27) imposes the following relations
between a, b, c of (B.28),
aIp,q + a
tIp,q = 0
bIp,q + Ip,qc = 0 (B.30)
whose general solution may be parametrized by the real block matrices a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3,
a =
(
a1 a2
at2 a3
)
b =
(
b1 b2
bt2 b3
)
(B.31)
whose dimensions are p × p for a1, b1, p × q for a2, b2, and q × q for a3, b3, with a1, a3 anti-
symmetric, and b1, b3 symmetric. Assembling these expressions into the full matrix D of
(B.28), interchanging the second and third rows of this matrix D, and then its second and
third columns, we obtain the following representation,
D ∼


a1 b1 a2 b2
−b1 a1 b2 −a2
at2 b
t
2 a3 b3
bt2 −at2 −b3 a3

 ∼
(
a1 + ib1 a2 + ib2
at2 − ibt2 a3 + ib3
)
(B.32)
It is immediate that the anti-hermitean generators a1+ ib1 and a3+ ib3 produce the compact
subalgebra SU(p)⊕SU(q)⊕U(1) of SU(p, q)⊕U(1), while the hermitean generators a2+ ib2
and at2 − ibt2 produce its non-compact part.
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B.3 The embedding OSp(m|2n,R) ⊂ SU(m|n, n)
Embedding of the compact part of the maximal bosonic subalgebras, SO(m) ⊂ SU(m), is
standard, while that of the non-compact part requires Sp(2n,R) ∈ SU(n, n). To realize the
latter embedding explicitly, we use the following change of basis,
J2n =
(
0 In
−In 0
)
= −iSIn,nS−1 In,n =
(
In 0
0 −In
)
(B.33)
A convenient choice for S is given by
S =
1√
2
(
In −iIn
−iIn In
)
S∗ = S−1 (B.34)
By definition, any matrix D ∈ Sp(2n,R) satisfies D∗ = D, and DtJ2n + J2nD = 0, from
which it follows that tr(D) = 0. Using the above change of basis for J2n, we have equivalently,
DtSIn,nS
−1 + SIn,nS
−1D = 0. Setting Ds = S
−1DS then implies,
D†sIn,n + In,nDs = 0 tr(Ds) = 0 (B.35)
which is the defining relation for Ds ∈ SU(n, n).
By definition, any matrix M ∈ OSp(m|2n,R) satisfies M∗ = M and MstK +KM = 0,
from which it follows that str(M) = 0. The matrix K = Km|2n was defined in (4.11) and
may be recast as follows, using the change of basis (B.33),
K =
(
Im 0
0 J2n
)
= S1LS
−1
1 S1 =
(
Im 0
0 S
)
(B.36)
The resulting matrix L is given by
L =
(
Im 0
0 −iIn,n
)
(B.37)
and coincides with the matrix Lm|n,n, defined in (4.11). Using the above change of basis,
the orthosymplectic condition on M becomes MstS1LS
−1
1 + S1LS
−1
1 M = 0. Setting Ms =
S−11 MS1 and using the fact that (M
∗
s )
st = S−11 M
stS1, implies that
(M∗s )
stL+ LMs = 0 str(Ms) = 0 (B.38)
which is the defining relation for Ms ∈ SU(m|n, n). This concludes the proof.
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B.4 The embedding OSp(2m∗|2n) ⊂ SU(m,m|2n)
The embedding of the compact part of the maximal bosonic subalgebras, Sp(2n) ⊂ SU(2n),
holds by definition of Sp(2n), while that of the non-compact part requires SO(2m∗) ⊂
SU(m,m). The latter is realized explicitly via a change of basis of (B.33). By definition,
any matrix A ∈ SO(2m∗) satisfies At+A = 0 and A†J2m + J2mA = 0, from which it follows
that tr(A) = 0. Performing the change of basis given by J2m = −iSIn,nS−1, and defining
As = S
−1AS then implies,
A†sIn,n + In,nAs = 0 tr(As) = 0 (B.39)
which are the defining relations of As ∈ SU(m,m).
By definition, a matrix M ∈ OSp(2m∗|2n) satisfies M = −K−1MstK = −K˜−1(M∗)stK˜
from which it follows that str(M) = 0. The matrices K = K2m|2n and K˜ = K˜2m|2n were
defined in (4.11), and may be recast as follows, using the change of basis (B.33),
K =
(
Im 0
0 J2n
)
= S2KS
−1
2 S2 =
(
S 0
0 I2n
)
K˜ =
(
J2m 0
0 I2n
)
= S2LS
−1
2 L =
(−iIm,m 0
0 I2n
)
(B.40)
In the new basis, the relation involving K˜ becomes
S2LS
−1
2 M + (M
∗)stS2LS
−1
2 = 0 (B.41)
In terms of Ms = S
−1
2 MS2 this implies
(M∗s )
stL+ LMs = 0 str(Ms) = 0 (B.42)
which is the defining relation of Ms ∈ SU(m,m|2n). This concludes the proof.
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C Classification of exceptional sub-superalgebras
In this appendix, we shall show that none of the exceptional simple basic Lie superalgebras
F (4), G(3), or D(2, 1; c) with c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, or any of their real forms, is a subalgebra of
either the complex superalgebras OSp(8|4) and PSL(4|4), or of their real forms OSp(8∗|4),
OSp(8|4,R) or PSU(2, 2|4).
Dealing with the exceptional superalgebras, just as dealing with the exceptional Lie
algebras, is most easily done with the help of the roots in the Cartan formalism. Therefore,
we shall first give a brief review of the root systems of the algebras SL(m|n), OSp(2m|2n),
and the exceptional superalgebras F (4), G(3) and D(2, 1; c).
C.1 Root systems of the basic classical superalgebras
Given a superalgebra G, its maximal bosonic subalgebra will be denoted G0¯, and its fermionic
subspace by G1¯. The algebra G is classical if G is simple, and if the representation of G0¯ on
G1¯ is completely reducible. The sets of all bosonic and fermionic roots will be denoted by
∆0¯ and ∆1¯, respectively, and the set of all roots is then ∆ = ∆0¯∪∆1¯. For the superalgebras
relevant here, they are given as follows,
Superalgebra ∆0¯ ∆1¯ normalizations
SL(m|n) εi − εj, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m ±(εi − δa) εi · εj = +δij
δa − δb, 1 ≤ a 6= b ≤ n δa · δb = −δab
OSp(2m|2n) ±εi ± εj, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m ±εi ± δa εi · εj = +δij
±δa ± δb, ±2δa, 1 ≤ a 6= b ≤ n δa · δb = −δab
OSp(2m+1|2n) ±εi ± εj, ±εi, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m ±εi ± δa, ± δa εi · εj = +δij
±δa ± δb, ±2δa, 1 ≤ a 6= b ≤ n δa · δb = −δab
F (4) ±εi ± εj, ± εi, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3 12(±ε1±ε2±ε3±δ) εi · εj = +δij±δ δ2 = −3
G(3) εi − εj , ±εi, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 3 ±εi ±±δ, ±δ εi · εj = 1− 3δij
±2δ ε1 + ε2 + ε3 = 0
δ2 = 2
D(2, 1; c) ±2εi, i = 1, 2, 3 ±ε1 ± ε2 ± ε3 εi · εj = 0, i 6= j
2ε21 = −1 − α
2ε22 = 1, 2ε
2
3 = α
Table 19: Root systems of the basic classical Lie superalgebras.
The vectors εi and δa form a basis for the space of roots. For all cases, we have ε · δ = 0.
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Notice that, as a result, the inner product on the vector spaces generated by ε, δ is in each
case of indefinite signature. In particular, notice that for D(2, 1; c), we have ε21+ ε
2
2+ ε
2
3 = 0.
Because of the indefinite signature inner product, the choice of a simple root system is
not unique, unlike in the case of ordinary Lie algebras. As a result, a given basic classical
Lie superalgebra can be described by different Dynkin diagrams.
C.2 Strategy
To show that H = F (4), G(3), and D(2, 1; c) for c 6= 1,−2,−1/2, are not subalgebras of
G = OSp(8|4), PSL(4|4) or of the real forms OSp(8∗|4), OSp(8|4,R), or PSU(2, 2|4), we
shall use the strategy below. The maximal bosonic subalgebras will be denoted H0¯ and G0¯,
while their fermionic counterparts will be denoted by H1¯ and G1¯
1. Exhibit the finite number of possible embeddings of H0¯ into G0¯. If we have H0¯ 6⊂ G0¯,
then it follows that H is not a subalgebra of G.
2. We now assume that H0¯ ⊂ G0¯. Exhibit the finite number of possible embeddings of
H1 into G1¯, in the representation of H0¯ on H1¯ known on general grounds by the Lie
superalgebra classification theorem. If no such embedding of H1 in G1¯ exists, it follows
that H is not a subalgebra of G.
3. In the remaining cases where H0¯ ⊂ G0¯, and H1¯ can be embedded in G1¯ in a suitable
representation of H0¯, one proceeds to compute the anti-commutators of H1¯.
• If {H1¯,H1¯} ⊂ H0¯, then H is a subalgebra of G;
• If {H1¯,H1¯} 6⊂ H0¯, then H is not a subalgebra of G;
C.3 The superalgebra PSU(2, 2|4)
In the paragraphs below, we shall show that PSU(2, 2|4) does not have F (4) and G(3) as
subalgebra, and that D(2, 1; c) is a subalgebra if and only if c = 1,−2,−1/2.
C.3.1 F (4) is not a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4)
None of the maximal bosonic subalgebras SL(2,R)⊕SO(p, 7− p) of the reals forms F (4; p)
for p = 0, 1, 2, 3 of F (4) is a subalgebra of the maximal bosonic subalgebra SU(2, 2)⊕SU(4)
of PSU(2, 2|4), because SO(7) is not a subalgebra of SU(4) = SO(6), and SO(p, 7 − p) is
not a subalgebra of SU(2, 2) = SO(2, 4). Hence none of the real forms of F (4) is not a
subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4).
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C.3.2 G(3) is not a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4)
Neither one of the maximal bosonic subalgebras SL(2,R)⊕ G2,2p, for p = 0, 1, of the reals
forms G(3; p) of G(3) is a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4), since neither G2,2p for p = 0, 1 is a
subalgbera of SU(2, 2)⊕ SU(4). As a result, G(3) is not a subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4).
C.3.3 D(2, 1; c) subalgebra of PSU(2, 2|4) implies c = 1,−2,−1/2
The case of D(2, 1; c) is more intricate. To investigate this case systematically, we shall
follow the steps given in the Strategy section.
1. The maximal bosonic subalgebra of the real form D(2, 1; c; p), for p = 0, 1, 2, is given
by SL(2,R) ⊕ SO(p, 4 − p). For p = 1, 2, this algebra is respectively SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(1, 3),
and SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(2, 2), neither of which is a subalgebra of SO(2, 4)⊕ SO(6). This leaves
only the case p = 0, for which the algebra S = SU(1, 1)⊕ SU(2)⊕ SU(2) is a subalgebra of
SU(2, 2)⊕ SU(4), with SU(1, 1) ⊂ SU(2, 2), and SU(2)⊕ SU(2) ∈ SU(4). Several possible
embedding exist for both.
2. The fermionic part of D(2, 1; c; 0) must transform under S in the representation
(2, 2, 2). This requirement restricts the embedding of SU(1, 1) in SU(2, 2) to be such that
the 4 of SU(2, 2) decomposes under SU(1, 1) as 4 = 2 + 1 + 1. Similarly, the 4 of SU(4)
must decompose under SU(2)⊕ SU(2) = SO(4) as 4 = (2, 2), the vector representation of
SO(4). Thus, the embedding of S into SU(2, 2)⊕ SU(4), is unique and may be realized as
follows in terms of the root generators of PSU(2, 2|4),
S


E±(δ2−δ3)
E±(ε1−ε2) + E±(ε3−ε4)
E±(ε1−ε3) + E±(ε2−ε4)


SL(2)
SU(2)
SU(2)
(C.1)
The 32 fermionic generators of PSU(2, 2|4), namely E±(εi−δa) with i, a = 1, 2, 3, 4, trans-
form under S in a reducible representation. The 16 generators {E±(δ1−εi), E±(δ4−εi)} for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are singlets under SL(2), and cannot belong to D(2, 1; c; 0)1¯. The remaining
16 generators {E±(δ2−εi), E±(δ3−εi)} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 transform non-trivially under S, in a
reducible representation. This is established by noticing that the involution ρ, defined by,
ρ
{
δ1 ↔ −δ4
δ2 ↔ −δ3 ρ
{
ε1 ↔ −ε4
ε2 ↔ −ε3 (C.2)
commutes with the generators of S in (C.1). Thus, the 16-dimensional representation
of generators {E±(δ2−εi), E±(δ3−εi)} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 may be decomposed according to the
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eigenspaces of ρ associated with the eigenvalues σ = ±1,
Rσ


E±(ε1−δ2) + σE±(δ3−ε4)
E±(ε1−δ3) + σE±(δ2−ε4)
E±(ε2−δ2) + σE±(δ3−ε3)
E±(ε2−δ3) + σE±(δ2−ε3)

 (C.3)
Both spaces R± are 8-dimensional. The representation of S under which R+ and R− trans-
form is (2, 2, 2). To form the superalgebra D(2, 1; c; 0) from the bosonic subalgebra S we
have two, and only two choices for the fermionic generators, namely R+ or R−.
3. The structure relations of the fermionic generators are now easily worked out and
are found to reproduce either those of OSp(4∗|2) = D(2, 1; c; 0), for c = −2,−1/2, or those
of OSp(4|2,R) = D(2, 1; 1; 0) We note that the embedding of OSp(4∗|2) into PSU(2, 2|4)
proceeds through the following chain,
OSp(4∗|2) ⊂ OSp(4∗|4) ⊂ PSU(2, 2|4) (C.4)
where the last embedding corresponds to the real form of OSp(4|4) ⊂ PSL(4|4) of Table 8.
C.4 The superalgebras OSp(8∗|4) and OSp(8|4,R)
Next, we shall show that neither F (4), G(3), D(2, 1; c), nor any one of their real forms,
are subalgebras of OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R). We recall the respective maximal bosonic
subalgebras of these real forms of OSp(8|4); they are given by
OSp(8∗|4) SO(8∗)⊕ Sp(4) = SO(2, 6)⊕ SO(5)
OSp(8|4,R) SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R) = SO(8)⊕ SO(2, 3) (C.5)
We note that SO(2, 6) and Sp(4,R) are precisely the non-compact forms of respectively
SO(8) and Sp(4) which appear naturally when describing these real forms in the Cartan-
Weyl basis. Using this basis will allow us to study both non-compact real forms OSp(8∗|4)
and OSp(8|4,R) simultaneously.
The system of all roots of OSp(8|4) is given by
(±δ1 ± δ2) (±2δa) Sp(4)
(±εi ± εj) i 6= j SO(8)
(±δa ± εi) fermionic (C.6)
The root vector space has a non-degenerate indefinite inner product for which δa · εi = 0,
δa · δb = −δab, and εi · εj = δij, and we have a, b = 1, 2, and i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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C.4.1 F (4) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4)
The maximal bosonic subalgebra of the real form F (4; p) of F (4) is SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(p, 7− p)
for p = 0, 1, 2, 3. Clearly, we have SO(1, 2) ⊕ SO(p, 7 − p) 6⊂ SO(2, 6). When p = 0,
the component SO(7) fits neither in SO(2, 6), nor in Sp(4) = SO(5). When p 6= 0, both
components of SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(p, 7 − p) are non-compact; since they do not simultaneoulsy
fit into SO(2, 6), it follows that F (4; p) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4) for p = 0, 1, 2, 3.
C.4.2 F (4) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R)
When p 6= 0, the maximal bosonic algebra of F (4; p), namely SO(1, 2)⊕ SO(p, 7 − p), has
two non-compact components, which do not simultaneously fit into Sp(4,R), so that F (4; p)
is not a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R) for p = 1, 2, 3. The only case left is the real form F (4; 0).
1. To realize the bosonic subalgebra Sp(2,R)⊕SO(7) of F (4; 0), the SO(7) part must be
a subalgebra of SO(8), and the Sp(2,R) part must be a subalgebra of Sp(4,R). There is a
single embedding of SO(7) into SO(8) (up to the triality of SO(8)), which may be obtained
by “folding” any two of the orthogonal simple roots of SO(8), to be specific we fold the roots
ε3±ε4. The resulting simple root β of SO(7) corresponds to the following linear combination
of generators of SO(8),
Eβ ∼ Eε3−ε4 + Eε3+ε4 (C.7)
(Note that by this same “folding”, one obtains the subalgebra OSp(7|4) from OSp(8|4).)
Using also the remaining two simple root generators of SO(7), namely Eε1−ε2 and Eε2−ε3,
we deduce all 18 roots of SO(7), expressed in the SO(8) basis,
E±ε1±ε2 Eε3−ε4 + Eε3+ε4
E±ε2±ε3 Eε1−ε4 + Eε1+ε4
E±ε1±ε3 Eε2−ε4 + Eε2+ε4 (C.8)
where the ± signs in the left column are all uncorrelated. To realize the full maximal
bosonic subalgebra Sp(2,R) ⊕ SO(7) of F (4; 0) as a subalgebra of SO(8) ⊕ Sp(4,R), we
need to realize also Sp(2,R) as a subalgebra of Sp(4,R). There are 3 possible inequivalent
embeddings of Sp(2,R) = SO(1, 2) into Sp(4,R) = SO(2, 3), corresponding to the following
decompositions of the 5 of SO(2, 3), and Sp(4,R) respectively:
(a) 5 = 2⊕ 2⊕ 1 4 = 2⊕ 1⊕ 1
(b) 5 = 3⊕ 1⊕ 1 4 = 2⊕ 2
(c) 5 = 5 4 = 4 (C.9)
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The associated root generators of Sp(2,R) in the Sp(4,R) basis for these three cases are
given as follows, (up to equivalences),
(a) E2δ1 , E−2δ1
(b) E2δ1 + E2δ2 , E−2δ1 + E−2δ2
(c) Eδ1+δ2 , E−δ1−δ2 (C.10)
Thus, in total, the maximal bosonic subalgebra SL(2)× SO(7) of F (4; 0) can be embedded
in three inequivalent ways in the maximal bosonic subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R), according to
the three cases listed above.
2. The fermionic generators of F (4; 0) must transform under the representation (2, 8s)
of Sp(2,R)× SO(7), where the 8s is the irreducible spinor representation of SO(7). Since
we have explicit expressions for the generators of SO(7) in the SO(8) Cartan basis, we may
compute directly how the fermionic generators E±εi±δa transform under this SO(7). For
every δ ∈ {±δ1,±δ2}, we have
7
{
E±εi+δ i = 1, 2, 3
Eε4+δ + E−ε4+δ
1
{
Eε4+δ − E−ε4+δ (C.11)
Hence, it is impossible to realize the 8-dimensional irreducible spinor representation of SO(7).
As a result, F (4; 0) cannot be a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R), irrespective of the realization of
the Sp(2,R) into Sp(4,R).
C.4.3 G(3) is not a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R)
The maximal bosonic subalgebra SL(2,R) ⊕ G2,2 of the real form G(3; 1) cannot fit into
either SO(2, 6)⊕Sp(4) or SO(8)⊕Sp(4,R), and hence G(3; 1) is not a subalgebra of either
OSp(8∗|4) or OSp(8|4,R). Also, the maximal bosonic subalgebra SL(2,R)⊕G2 of the real
form G(3; 0), with G2 compact, cannot fit into SO(2, 6)⊕ Sp(4), and hence G(3; 0) is not a
subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4). The only case left is G(3; 0) as a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R).
1. To realize the maximal bosonic subalgebra SL(2,R)⊕ G2 of the real form G(3; 0) as
a subalgebra of SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R), G2 must be in SO(8) and SL(2,R) must be in Sp(4.R).
There is a single embedding of G2 into SO(8), (up to the triality of SO(8)), realized as
G2 ⊂ SO(7) ⊂ SO(8), which may be obtained by “folding” all three orthogonal simple roots
of SO(8), ε1− ε2, ε3− ε4, and ε3 + ε4. The resulting simple root β of G2 corresponds to the
following linear combination of generators of SO(8),
Eβ ∼ Eε1−ε2 + Eε3−ε4 + Eε3+ε4 (C.12)
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Using the remaining simple root Eε2−ε3 of G2, we deduce the remaining root system of
generators of G2 in the SO(8) basis of generators,
E±(ε2−ε3) E±(ε1−ε2) + E±(ε3−ε4) + E±(ε3+ε4)
E±(ε1+ε2) E±(ε1−ε3) + E±(ε2−ε4) + E±(ε2+ε4)
E±(ε1+ε3) E±(ε2+ε3) + E±(ε1−ε4) + E±(ε1+ε4) (C.13)
where the ± signs in the right column are correlated on each line. To realize the full maximal
bosonic subalgebra SL(2,R)⊕G2 of G(3; 0) as a subalgebra of SO(8)⊕Sp(4), we need to re-
alize also SL(2,R) as a subalgebra of Sp(4,R). This problem was already encountered when
dealing with the case of F (4). There are 3 possible inequivalent embeddings, corresponding
to the decompositions of the 5 of SO(2, 3), given in (C.9), with associated generators given
in (C.10). In total, the maximal bosonic subalgebra SL(2)×G2 of G(3; 0) can be embedded
in three inequivalent ways in the maximal bosonic subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R).
2. The fermionic generators of G(3; 0) transform under the representation (2, 7) of
SL(2,R) × G2. We shall now investigate whether fermionic generators can be realized in
terms of linear combinations of the fermionic generators of OSp(8|4,R), for each of the three
embeddings of (C.9), and (C.10).
(a) Under Sp(2,R)⊕G2, the fermionic generators should transform as a (2, 7), leaving the
following unique realization,
E±εi±δ1 i = 1, 2, 3
E±(ε4+δ1) + E±(−ε4+δ1) (C.14)
The ± signs on the second line are correlated, while those on the first line are not. The
generators E±(ε4+δ1)−E±(−ε4+δ1) are singlets under G2, while E±εi±δ2 with i = 1, 2, 3, 4
are singlets under Sp(2,R). The 14 generators of (C.14) have indeed the correct trans-
formation properties under SL(2,R) × G2 and constitute the only viable candidates
for the representation of the fermionic generators of G(3; 0) inside OSp(8|4,R).
(b) In this case, the representation of Sp(2,R) is a sum of two doublets under Sp(2,R).
This leaves the following possible realizations of the positive root fermionic generators,
aE±εi+δ1 + bE±εi+δ2 , i = 1, 2, 3
a (Eε4+δ1 + E−ε4+δ1) + b (Eε4+δ2 + E−ε4+δ2) (C.15)
Here, a and b are two constants which we may choose to satisfy |a|2 + |b|2 = 2. The
fact that the same constants occur in the seven linear combinations above is required
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by G2 covariance. It is manifest that these generators also form 7 doublets under the
action of the Sp(2,R) root generators E±2δ1 + E±2δ2 , for any values of a, b.
(c) The representation of Sp(2,R) is irreducible and of dimension 4, and cannot be used to
realize the doublet needed in the representation (2, 7). Hence the fermionic generators
of G(3; 0) cannot be realized in this case.
3. Having now determined the structure of the possible embeddings of the maximal
bosonic subalgebras and the fermionic generators, it remains to analyze the structure of the
anti-commutators of these generators, and see whether they close onto the bosonic generators
of G(3; 0); we shall show that they do not.
(a) The anticommutators {E±εi+δ1 , E±εj−δ1} ∼ E±εi±εj for all i 6= j = 1, 2, 3 produce the
roots of the full orthogonal algebra SO(6), which is, however, not a subalgebra of G2.
(The anti-commutators {E±εi+δ1 , Eε4−δ1+E−ε4−δ1} ∼ E±εi+ε4+E±εi−ε4 further enlarges
this algebra.) As a result, the fermion generators do not properly close to form G(3).
(b) The following anti-commutators
{aE±εi+δ1 + bE±εi+δ2 , aE±εj−δ1 + bE±εj−δ2} ∼ E±εi±εj i 6= j (C.16)
again produces all of SO(6) 6⊂ G2. Similarly, the anti-commutators of the fermionic
generators do also not properly close onto Sp(2,R). Thus, the fermion generators do
not properly close to form G(3; 0).
This concludes the proof that G(3; 0) cannot be a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R).
C.4.4 D(2, 1; c) a subalgebra of OSp(8|4) implies c = 1,−2, or −1/2
The maximal bosonic subalgebra of the real form D(2, 1; c; p) of D(2, 1; c) for p = 0, 1, 2 is
given by SL(2,R)⊕ SO(p, 4− p).
1. We have the following results for the embeddings into the maximal bosonic subalgebras
of OSp(8∗|4) and OSp(8|4,R),
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(4) ⊂ SO(2, 6)⊕ Sp(4)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(4) ⊂ SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(1, 3) ⊂ SO(2, 6)⊕ Sp(4)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(1, 3) 6⊂ SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(2, 2) 6⊂ SO(2, 6)⊕ Sp(4)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(2, 2) 6⊂ SO(8)⊕ Sp(4,R) (C.17)
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2. Next, we show that two of the remaining possible embeddings
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(4) ⊂ SO(2, 6)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(1, 3) ⊂ SO(2, 6) (C.18)
are ruled out for the following reason. In either case, the bosonic subalgebra S must be
realized in SO(2, 6) in such a way that the fermionic generators transform under S in the
representation (2, 2, 2). The representation of the fermionic generators would have to involve
an entire 8 multiplet of SO(2, 6), with generators E±εi+δ for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 for some δ. Since
the desired subalgebra D(2, 1; c) is to be simple, the opposite roots must be contained in
the subalgebra as well, so we would also need to include the fermion contents E±εi−δ for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, giving a total of 16 fermionic generators, which does not fit with D(2, 1; c).
Next, we show that two more of the remaining possible embeddings
SO(3)⊕ SO(3) ⊂ Sp(4)
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(3) ⊂ Sp(4,R) (C.19)
are also ruled out. In both cases, the fermion contents must include a full 4 of Sp(4) or
Sp(4,R), given by the generators E±ε±δa with a = 1, 2. Under anti-commutation, however,
these fermionic generators will reproduce the entire Sp(4), or Sp(4,R), and not just the
desired bosonic subalgebras.
Assembling the results from the above arguments, we see that the case on the third line
of (C.17) is ruled out altogether, so that the only real form that remains to be considered is
D(2, 1; c; 0), with the following possible embeddings of the maximal bosonic subalgebras,
OSp(8|4,R)
{
SO(3)⊕ SO(3) ⊂ SO(8)
SL(2,R) ⊂ Sp(4,R)
OSp(8∗|4)
{
SL(2,R)⊕ SO(3) ⊂ SO(2, 6)
SO(3) ⊂ Sp(4) (C.20)
The two cases of (C.20) may be viewed as different real forms of the same embedding structure
over C. We shall discuss the first case in detail; the second case is completely analogous.
For the first embedding case in (C.20), there are two further different possible embeddings
of SO(3) ⊕ SO(3) into SO(8), which may be distinguished by the branching rules of the
fundamental representation 8 of SO(8),
(1) 8 = 4⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ 1⊕ 1
(2) 8 = 4⊕ 4 (C.21)
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Similarly, there are three possible embeddings of SL(2,R) = Sp(2,R) into Sp(4,R), which
already listed for the case of F (4) in (C.9). It is immediate, however, that case (c) is ruled
out, as we seek a fermionic representation transforming under the 2 of this Sp(2,R), not an
irreducible 4. Combining all, we have 4 remaining possible cases, which we can label (1a),
(1b), (2a), (2b), according to the labels for embedding into SO(8) and Sp(4,R).
3. We shall now work out these cases one by one.
• In case (a1), the generators produce the superalgebra OSp(4|2,R) = D(2, 1; 1; 0).
• In case (1b), the bosonic generators are E±ε1±ε2 for the SO(4) part, and E±2δ1 +E±2δ2
for the SL(2,R) part. The fermionic generators must then be,
aE±εi+δ1 + bE±εi+δ2 i = 1, 2
aE±εi−δ1 + bE±εi−δ2 i = 1, 2 (C.22)
where a, b are two constants. The anti-commutators of the generators with opposite δa
correctly reproduce the bosonic generators of SO(4). But the anti-commutators
{aEε+δ1 + bEε+δ2 , aE−ε+δ1 + bE−ε+δ2} = a2E2δ1 + b2E2δ2 + 2abEδ1+δ2 (C.23)
do not correctly reproduce the generators of SL(2,R) for any choice of a, b. The absence of
the generators Eδ1+δ2 would require ab = 0, while reproducing E±2δ1 + E±2δ2 would require
a = b, implying a = b = 0, and thus no fermionic generators. This rules out case (1b).
• In case (2a), the argument is similar to the one given in case (1b), but the roles of the
bosonic subalgebras SO(4) and SL(2,R) are interchanged. The bosonic generators are now
E±2δ1 for the SL(2,R) part, and E±ε1±ε2+E±ε3±ε4 (with correlated ± signs between the two
terms). The fermionic generators must form a doublet under SL(2,R), and an irreducible
4 under SO(4), which fixes them to be
aE±εi+δ1 + bE±ε2+i+δ1 i = 1, 2
aE±εi−δ1 + bE±ε2+i−δ1 i = 1, 2 (C.24)
where a, b are two constants. The anti-commutators for opposite ε correctly reproduce the
generators E±2δ1 , but the commutators for opposite δ give, for example,
{aEε1+δ1 + bEε3+δ1 , aEε2−δ1 + bEε4−δ1}
a2Eε1+ε2 + b
2Eε3+ε4 + ab(Eε1+ε4 − Eε2+ε3) (C.25)
Absence of the generators Eε1+ε4 and Eε2+ε3 requires ab = 0, while recovering the correct
generators of the type E±ε1±ε2 + E±ε3±ε4 requires a
2 = b2, which implies a = b = 0, and
hence no fermionic generators. This rules out case (2a).
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• Finally, in case (2b), the bosonic generators of the SO(4) part are E±ε1±ε2 + E±ε3±ε4,
while those of the SL(2,R) part are E±2δ1 + E±2δ2 . The fermionic generators must be,
X+± i ≡ aE±εi+δ1 + bE±εi+δ2 + cE±ε′i+δ1 + dE±ε′i+δ2 i = 1, 2
X−± i ≡ aE±εi−δ1 + bE±εi−δ2 + cE±ε′i−δ1 + dE±ε′i−δ2 i = 1, 2 (C.26)
where ε′1 = ε3 and ε
′
2 = ε4. Here, a, b, c, d are constants which are independent of i and of ±
by SO(4) invariance and must be the same on the two lines in view of SL(2,R)-invariance.
The anti-commutators for opposite δ, and opposite ε give, for example,
{X++1, X−+2} = (a2 + b2)Eε1+ε2 + (c2 + d2)Eε3+ε4 + acEε1+ε3 + bdEε2+ε4
{X++1, X+− 1} = (a2 + c2)E2δ1 + (b2 + d2)E2δ2 + (ab+ cd)Eδ1+δ2 (C.27)
Absence of the undesirable generators Eε1+ε3 , and Eε2+ε4 on the first line requires that
ac = bd = 0. Absence of the undesirable generators Eδ1+δ2 on the second line requires
ab+cd = 0. Fully recovering the closure onto the bosonic subalgebra requires the conditions,
0 = a2 + b2 − c2 − d2 = a2 − b2 + c2 − d2
0 = ab+ cd = ac = bd (C.28)
The first line is equivalent to a2 = d2, b2 = c2. If a 6= 0, we have c = b = 0 by (C.28).
Choosing a = d = 1, without loss of generality, the fermionic generators reduce to
X+± i ≡ E±εi+δ1 + E±ε′i+δ2 i = 1, 2
X−± i ≡ E±εi−δ1 + E±ε′i−δ2 i = 1, 2 (C.29)
This gives the structure relations of OSp(4|2,R), embedded into OSp(8|4,R) as the diagonal
subalgebra of OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R), where the first term is based on the root generators
E±ε1±δ1 + E±ε3±δ2 and the second on the root generators E±ε2±δ1 + E±ε4±δ2 . If b 6= 0, we
obtain an equivalent realization to the case a2 = d2 6= 0, again giving OSp(4|2,R), embedded
into OSp(8|4,R) as the diagonal subalgebra of OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R).
In conclusion, cases (1b) and (2a) are ruled out, while for cases (1a), and (2b) the
subalgebra is D(2, 1; 1; 0) = OSp(4|2,R). In case (1a), there is room for also a second copy,
and the corresponding embedding is actually via two commuting superalgebras,
OSp(4|2,R)⊕OSp(4|2,R) ⊂ OSp(8|4,R) (C.30)
The proof for the second embedding case in (C.20) is completely analogous, and offers an
outcome analogous to that of (C.30). The result is that D(2, 1; c; 0) can be embedded into
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OSp(8∗|4) only when c = −2,−1/2, in which case we have D(2, 1; c; 0) = OSp(4∗|2) for
c = −2,−1/2. The embedding of OSp(4∗|2) can be via a single block, or via two commuting
superalgebras,
OSp(4∗|2)⊕OSp(4∗|2) ⊂ OSp(8∗|4) (C.31)
The exceptional basic Lie superalgebra D(2, 1; c), or any real form D(2, 1; c; p) thereof, is
never a subalgebra of OSp(8|4,R) when c 6= 1, and is never a subalgebra of OSp(8∗|4) when
c 6= −2,−1/2.
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D Superalgebra structure of the M-theory solutions
The infinitesimal symmetry generators of a particular half-BPS solution form a superal-
gebra with bosonic and fermionic generators. On a supergravity solution we identify the
bosonic generators with isometries of the metric and the fermionic generators with unbroken
supersymmetries. The BPS equations for M-theory are given by,
∇Mε+ 1
288
(
ΓM
NPQR − 8δMNΓPQR
)
FNPQR ε = 0 (D.1)
We generally follow the conventions and notations of [10]. Here, ε is an 11-dimensional Ma-
jorana spinor, and ∇M is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection
for gMN . Given any ε and ε
′ satisfying (D.1), it follows from the BPS equations that the
vector vM , defined below, satisfies the Killing equation,
vM ≡ eMA (ε¯ΓAε′)
0 = ∇MvN +∇NvM (D.2)
This result is established by computing the following expression using the BPS equations,
3∇MvN = (ε¯ΓQRε′)FMNQR (D.3)
and symmetrizing in M,N . The result may be interpreted as a composition law for super-
symmetry transformations ε and ε′, which closes onto Killing vector vM , and may be used
to give a constructive derivation of the superalgebra [21].
We apply the above methods to prove that the invariance superalgebra of the M-theory
half-BPS solutions of [10] is D(2, 1; c)×D(2, 1; c). Here, D(2, 1; c) is the 1-parameter family
of exceptional basic classical Lie superalgebras, and the real number c will be related to
certain parameters of the solutions. We refer to [10] for additional details on this solution.
D.1 Calculation of the Killing vectors
The Ansatz for SO(2, 2) × SO(4)2 × SO(4)3 -invariant solutions to M-theory on a space-
time AdS3 × S32 × S33 warped over a two-dimensional Riemann surface Σ with boundary
is given as follows. The 11-dimensional metric ds2 associated with the Minkowski metric
ηAB = (− + · · ·+) on the orthonormal frame eA, with A,B = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 9, ♮ = 10, is given
by ds2 = ηAB e
A ⊗ eB.
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The components of the orthonormal frame eA = dxM eM
A for this Ansatz take the form,
ea1 = f1eˆ
a1 a1 = 0, 1, 2 AdS3
ea2 = f2eˆ
a2 a2 = 3, 4, 5 S
3
2
ea3 = f1eˆ
a3 a3 = 6, 7, 8 S
3
3
ea a = 9, ♮ = 10 Σ (D.4)
An explicit expression for the invariant 4-form field strength F may be found in [10] but will
not be needed here. A choice of well-adapted Dirac matrices is given by
Γa1 = γa1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ3 σ2 = −iγ0 = γ3 = γ6 = γ♮
Γa2 = I2 ⊗ γa2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ3 σ1 = γ1 = γ4 = γ7 = γ9
Γa3 = I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ γa3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ3 σ3 = γ2 = γ5 = γ8
Γa = I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ γa (D.5)
where a1 = 0, 1, 2, a2 = 3, 4, 5, a3 = 6, 7, 8, and a = 9, ♮. The supersymmetry parameter
ε may be decomposed on a basis of SO(2, 2)× SO(4)2 × SO(4)3 -invariant Killing spinors
χη1,η2,η3, with η1, η2, η3 = ±,
ε = χη1,η2,η3ζη1,η2,η3 (D.6)
In total, there is a 16-dimensional space of solutions ε, which may be parametrized by picking
definite values for η1, η2, η3 = ±, and using a two-fold degeneracy of ζ . It suffices to solve the
BPS equations for the above Ansatz only in part [10] to obtain the metric factors f1, f2, f3
in terms of ζ . They are given by,
2c1f1 = ζ
†(I2 ⊗ I2)ζ
2c2f2 = −ζ†(σ3 ⊗ I2)ζ
2c3f3 = ζ
†(σ2 ⊗ I2)ζ (D.7)
Here, c1, c2, c3 are real integration constants, which are related by c1 + c2 + c3 = 0. (In fact,
we shall show that the constant c in the invariance super algebra D(2, 1; c) × D(2, 1; c) is
given by c = c2/c1, or equivalently, by any other ratio of two ci.)
The 8 linearly independent Killing spinors χη1,η2,η3 may be normalized as follows,
χη1,η2,η3 = χη11 ⊗ χη22 ⊗ χη33
χ¯η11 χ
η′
1
1 = iδη1,η′1
(χηii )
† χ
η′
i
i = δηi,η′i i = 2, 3 (D.8)
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where we define, as usual for Minkowski signature spinors, χ¯η1 = (χ
η
1)
†γ0. The Killing vectors
of the M-theory solutions may now be evaluated by considering the combinations ε¯′ΓAε (with
Lorentz frame indices). It will be convenient to decompose these according to the product
AdS3 × S32 × S33 × Σ. One finds,
ε¯Γa1ε′ =
(
χ¯η11 γ
a1χ
η′
1
1
)
δη2,η′2 δη3,η′3
(
ζ†I2 ⊗ I2ζ
)
ε¯Γa2ε′ = δη1,η′1
(
(χη22 )
†
γa2χ
η′
2
2
)
δη3,η′3
(
ζ†(i σ3)⊗ I2ζ
)
ε¯Γa3ε′ = δη1,η′1 δη2,η′2
(
(χη33 )
†
γa3χ
η′
3
3
) (
ζ†(−i σ2)⊗ I2ζ
)
ε¯Γaε′ = δη1,η′1 δη2,η′2 δη3,η′3
(
ζ†σ1 ⊗ σ3σaζ
)
(D.9)
Using the expressions for the metric factors fi of (D.7), we may convert the bilinears in ζ in
the above expressions in terms of metric factors fi and the constants ci. Also, using the fact
that ζ†σ1 ⊗ σ3σaζ = 0 for a = 9, ♮, we obtain,
ε¯Γa1ε′ = 2c1f1 (χ¯1γ
a1χ′1) δη2,η′2 δη3,η′3
ε¯Γa2ε′ = 2c2f2 δη1,η′1
(
−iχ†2γa2χ′2
)
δη3,η′3
ε¯Γa3ε′ = 2c3f3 δη1,η′1 δη2,η′2
(
−iχ†3γa3χ′3
)
ε¯Γaε′ = 0 (D.10)
It remains to exhibit the relations between the bilinears in χi and the Killing vectors on the
unit radius spaces AdS3, S
3
2 , and S
3
3 .
D.2 Normalization of the unit radius AdS3 Killing vectors
For AdS3, the Killing spinor equations were derived in [10], and may be expressed as follows
in terms of 4-component Dirac spinors χ1,
(
d+ ω
(t)
1
)
χ1 =
(
d+
1
4
(ω1)a1b1γ
a1b1 ⊗ I2 + 1
2
(e1)a1γ
a1 ⊗ σ3
)
χ1 = 0 (D.11)
where a1, b1 = 0, 1, 2, and ω
(t)
1 = U
−1
1 dU1 is parametrized by U1 in the spinor representation
of SO(2, 2). The Killing spinor equations for 2-component Weyl spinors χη [10], may be ob-
tained from the equations for χ1 by projection onto definite chiralities. The general solution
for Dirac spinors χ1, and for the Weyl spinors χ
η
1 are given by
χ1 = U1ε1
χη1 ≡ PηU1ε1 Pη ≡
1
2
(1 + ηI2 ⊗ σ3) (D.12)
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Here, ε1 is an arbitrary constant 4-component spinor, which we conveniently normalize to
ε¯1ε1 = 1, so that the normalization condition (D.8) for χ1 holds. Since Pη commutes with the
SO(2, 2) generators in the spinor representation, the actions of the simple factors SO(2, 1)+×
SO(2, 1)− = SO(2, 2) may be identified with the generators P±γ
a1b1 . The Killing spinors χ+1
and χ−1 transform under SO(2, 1)+ ⊗ SO(2, 1)− respectively as (2, 1) and (1, 2). It is now
immediate to evaluate the Killing vector combinations χ¯1γ
a1χ′1, and we have
χ¯η1γ
a1χ−η1 = 0
(v1)
a1
± ≡ χ¯±1 γa1χ±1 = ε†1U †1γ0γa1U1P±ε1 (D.13)
The (v1)
a1
+ and (v1)
a1
− are respectively the Killing vectors generating the isometry groups
SO(2, 1)+ and SO(2, 1)− on AdS3 of unit radius.
D.3 Normalization of the unit radius S3 Killing vectors
Similarly, for S3i , with i = 2, 3, the Killing spinor equations, expressed in terms of 4-
component Dirac spinors, are given by,
(
d+ ω
(t)
i
)
χi
(
d+
1
4
(ωi)aibiγ
aibi ⊗ I2 + i
2
(ei)aiγ
ai ⊗ σ3
)
χi = 0 (D.14)
where a2, b2 = 3, 4, 5, a3, b3 = 6, 7, 8, and ω
(t)
i = U
†
i dUi is parametrized by Ui in the spinor
representation of SO(4)i. The general solution χi and the chiral solutions χ
η
i are given by
χi = Uiεi χ
η
i ≡ PηUiεi Pη ≡
1
2
(1 + ηI2 ⊗ σ3) (D.15)
Here, εi are arbitrary constant spinors, which we conveniently normalize to ε
†
iεi = 1, so
that the normalization conditions (D.8) for χi hold. Since Pη commutes with the SO(4)i
generators in the spinor representation, the actions of the simple factors SU(2)i+×SU(2)i− =
SO(4)i may be identified with the rotations P±γ
aibi . The Killing spinors χ+i and χ
−
i transform
under SU(2)i+⊗SU(2)i− respectively as (2, 1)i and (1, 2)i. It is now immediate to evaluate
the Killing vector combinations χ†iγ
aiχ′i, and we have
(χηi )
†γaiχηi = 0 η = ±
(vi)
ai
± ≡ (χ∓i )†γaiχ±i = ε†iU †i γaiUiP±εi (D.16)
The (vi)
ai
+ and (vi)
ai
− are respectively the Killing vectors generating the isometry groups
SU(2)i+ and SU(2)i− on the spheres of unit radii S
3
i .
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D.4 Summary of results
Combining all results, we find that the spinor bilinears evaluate as follows,
ε¯Γa1ε′ = 2c1f1(v1)
a1
± δη2,η′2δη3,η′3
ε¯Γa2ε′ = −2ic2f2(v2)a2± δη1,η′1δη3,η′3
ε¯Γa3ε′ = −2ic3f3(v3)a3± δη1,η′1δη2,η′2
ε¯Γaε′ = 0 (D.17)
where (vi)
A
±, with i = 1, 2, 3, and A = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 are the Killing vectors for the
factors AdS3, S
3
2 , and S
3
3 with unit radius respectively, expressed in terms of frame indices
A. To obtain the Killing vectors in the customary Einstein indices M , as in (D.2), it suffices
to scale the Killing vectors (vi)
A
± with frame indices, by the appropriate corresponding metric
factors fi of (D.4). This rescaling precisely absorbs the prefactors fi in (D.17), but not the
constants ci.
The presence of the remaining factors ci reveals that the closure of the fermionic gener-
ators is precisely that of D(2, 1; c) × D(2, 1; c) with c = c2/c1. This may be seen by con-
sulting [21], (or [71] page 201), for the precise structure relations of D(2, 1; c). Given that
the maximal bosonic subalgebra of this superalgebra must be SO(2, 2) × SO(4) × SO(4),
we find that, more precisely, the fermionic generators close onto the following real form,
D(2, 1; c; 0)×D(2, 1; c; 0).
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